


STELLINGEN

1. Het E(2E) systeem van robijn kan behalve als detector en generator,
ook als verstevkev van fononen in het frequentiegebied ~ 2-15 cm"*
toegepast worden.

2. Of de spectrale diffusie van fononen resonant binnen E(2E) van Cr3+

in robijn plaatsvindt ten gevolge van dipool-dipoolinteractie met
omringende Al-kernen,zoals geopperd in dit proefschrift, kan getoetst
worden door de Al-kernen te verzadigen.

3. Het is eenvoudig aan te tonen dat in de berekening van Balucani en
Tognetti de rechthoekige vorm voor de toestanddichtheidsfunctie leidt
tot een overschatting van de magnondamping aan de rand van de Brillouin-
zone.

U. Balucani and V. Tognetti, Phys. Rev. B8, 4247 (1973).

4. Brillouin-verstrooiing is geen voldoende middel om een fononbottleneck
aan te tonen.

5. Het spectrum van resonante, optisch gegenereerde fononen via overgangen
binnen de grondtoestand "*A2 van robijn bij lage temperatuur, kan
gemeten worden door middel van Brillouin-verstrooiing.

6. De manier waarop Pauli en Renk spectrale diffusie van 29 cm 1 fononen
in robijn beschrijven is onjuist.

G. Pauli and K.F. Renk, Phys. Lett. £7A, 410 (1978).

7. Het is aannemelijk dat optisch gepompt Mn1** in AI2O3 gebruikt kan
worden als detector voor 80 cm"1 fononen.

8. De optische pompcyclus van V2+ in AI2O3 heeft een "spingeheugen".

9. Blokkerende factoren zijn het gevolg en niet de oorzaak van deficient
functioneren van het immunologisch apparaat.

T.L. Whiteside and D.T. Rowlands, Am. Journ. Path. 88_, 754 (1977).
R.H. Whitehead, C. Teasdale, and L.E. Hughes, Lancet, 748 (1976).

10. De energie van een bolbliksem is ten naaste bij gelijk aan de magnetische
energie van de stroomkring waaruit hij ontstaat.

S. Singer, "The Nature of Ball Lightning" (Plenum Press New York-
London, 1971).

11. Bij schakelfouten op onderzeeboten zijn plasmabollen ontstaan waarvan
de energiedichtheid overeenstemt met die van een hydromagnetische capa-
citeit. De strekking van deze overeenkomst zou bevestigd worden door
het waarnemen van een periodieke ontladingsstroom bij het afschakelen
van een kortgesloten accubatterij op een onderzeeboot, zonder blaasspoel.

P.A. Silber», in "Problems of Atmospheric and Space Electricity",
editor S.C. Coroniti (Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1965), p.436.
0. Anderson, V.R. Baker, A. Bratenahl, H.P. Furth, and W.B. Kunkel,
Journ. Appl. Phys. 30, 188 (1959).



12. De mogelijkheid om atmosferische plasmabollen te benutten als fusie-
reactor moet serieus onderzocht worden.

G.C. Dijkhuis, "Convectron thermonuclear reactor and process" (in
behandeling bij de U.S. Patent Office).

13. Een octaedrische vorm van FeCraSi,-kristallen is geen voldoende voor-
waarde voor de goede kwaliteit van het materiaal.

H. Ishizuki and M. Sato, Japan. J. Appl. Phys. J_7, 1909 (1978).

14. Réau et al. hebben bij de verklaring van de concentratieafhankelijk-
heid van de ionengeleiding van Pbj-xBixF2+x en Pt>i-xThxF2+2x onvoldoen-
de rekening gehouden met hun experimentele resultaten.

J.M. Réau, A. Rhandour, C. Lucat, J. Portier, and P. Hagenmuller,
Mat. Res. Bull. J2' 8 2 7 ('978).

15. De koppeling van fononen met electrische dipolen in rookkwarts via
een direkt proces gepaard gaande met tunnelen is zeer anisotroop.

16. Een klimmer, klem in een Dolomietenwand, moet de mogelijkheid tot
tunnelen niet uitsluiten.

17. Een kleuter is meer gebaat bij de ontplooiing van de fantasie dan bij
de ontwikkeling van het intellect.

18. In een bergwand is vooruitzien naar alle richtingen kijken behalve
naar voren.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In 1941 Van Vleck1 predicted the occurrence of the phenomenon of

phonon bottleneck in first order spin-lattice relaxation when the lattice

oscillators undergo frequent interruptions by interaction with the spins.

In such a case, the temperature of the resonant phonon modes approaches

that of the spin system. Therefore, direct paramagnetic relaxation is

essentially determined by the equilibration of the phonon system with the

temperature bath, the rate-determining process of which involves transfer

of energy in space or frequency.*~6

Various experimental techniques were employed to verify the existence

of the bottleneck. The conventional spin-lattice relaxation time measurements

show an unusual temperature dependence compared to the non-bottlenecked direct

process,3'7 a dependence on sample size and concentration,8"12 and a non-

exponential recovery of the spin system.l3,1'* More compelling evidence for
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a bottleneck was the decrease by several orders of magnitude of the direct

relaxation after inverting a spin system, which was ascribed to a phonon

avalanche.15'16 The spatial propagation along the crystal of such an

avalanche, which was generated by inverting the spins residing at one end

of a crystal, was demonstrated by use of a double-quantum detection method.17

Upon continuously saturating the spins in part of a crystal, the spatial

distribution of the enhanced spin temperature in the rest of the crystal due

to the propagation of bottlenecked phonons could be detected by optical

magnetic circular dichroism.18 However, the most direct and selective way

of observing a hot band of acoustic phonons seems to be by Brillouin light-

scatter ing techniques.l9

Though these experiments unambiguously demonstrate the occurrence of

spin-lattice relaxation that is governed by the lattice bath conduction, and

furthermore prove the presence of a non-equilibrium distribution of the phonons

under these conditions, the various proposed mechanisms, which can determine

the dissipation of the excess of phonon energy into the bath, have,however,

not found satisfactory verification. In this connection it is useful to

consider the resonant phonon processes taking place in optically excited ruby.

The part of the level scheme of Cr in Al-O, which is essential for the

discussion is shown in Fig.1 (See for a detailed level scheme Sugano and

Tanabe20). The optical pumping feeds the metastable levels 2A( E) and E~(2E)

4 4

via non-radiative decay from the broadbands Tj and T_. Evidence of a non-

equilibrium distribution at low temperatures of the 29 cm phonons resonant

with the transition 2A **• E was obtained from pulsed EPR saturation experiments

in E.21>22 A strong imprisonment of these phonons was demonstrated by use

of heat pulses.23 Theoretical justification for the long lifetime of the

29 cm phonons was provided by Orbach and Vredevoe21* and Klemens.25 These

facts have led to a variety of experiments both continuous26!27 and time

) j
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Fig.I Energy level scheme of Cr in A1,C,.

resolved23*28"31 on the bottlenecking of these high frequency acoustic

phonons. Apart from the high frequencies involved, these studies differ

in many respects with earlier work on bottlenecking of direct paramagnetic

relaxation in the ground state. The most striking points are the following.

First, the monitoring of the bottlenecking is through optical detection of
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the fluorescence from 2A and E, respectively, to the ground state A,,, which

is more sensitive by orders of magnitude than the EPR detection techniques

commonly used in ground state experiments. Secondly, the physical situation

which determines the rate of phonon escape tc the temperature bath,

3+
can easily be varied by changing the concentration of excited Cr

centers23'26 31 and the size of the opaque region27*31 by adjusting the power

and geometry of the exciting light source, respectively. Finally, the two-

level system can gradually ba converted into a four-level system by lifting

the Kramers degeneracy of 2A and E in a magnetic field, so that the correspond-

ing change in the kinetics of the resonant phonons can be studied.26

The aid of this thesis is to clarify the rate-determining processes which

— 1

t̂ end to equilibrate the bottlenecked 29 cm phonons with the temperature bath

in stationary experiments. In addition, the direct relaxation between the

Zeeman components of E is measured, revealing at high pumping, both continuous

and time-resolved, a strong phonon bottleneck. The work on 29 cm phonons

is described in Chapter II, III, V and VI. The direct process within E is

considered in Chapter IV. In the following the main results of the present

work are summarized.

A very severe bottlenecking of 29 cm phonons is demonstrated by

the dramatic enhancement of the intensity of the R, fluorescent line

(2A •+ Aj) as compared to the Rj (¥ -* Aj) intensity upon raising the

continuous optical pumping. In case of a small-sized illuminated region,

there is strong experimental evidence by the observed third-pcwer

increase of R^ with Rj within the range of bottlenecking factors o « 25-2000,

that the phonons decay predominantly by spatial diffusion to the border

of the illuminated region. At higher a a deviation from the third power

is found, which is indicative of spectral diffusion. Direct proof of

spectral diffusion is obtained by use of a new scheme of probing the spectral
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width of the hot phonon hand by separating the Zeeman components of the

transition in a magnetic field. In addition, this technique provides

information on the shape of the spectral line of the transition 2A -»• E and

the portion of the excess of energy that is conveyed to the bath by phonons

resonant in a spin-flip or those in a spin-nonflip transition. The bottle-

necking of thespin-flip and spin-nonflip phonons as well as the communication

between them is also reflected in the relative population of the Zeeman

components of E, which could be measured at a range of over five decades

of excited state population. Finally, a still more sensitive and reliable

new measuring technique, applying a modulated laser, is shown to be very

successful in studying the low bottlenecking regime of the 29 cm phonons.

As to the theoretical description, a phenomenological approach using rate

equations is in accord T.ith the experimental findings. A new mechanism for

spectral diffusion is proposed homogenizing the line over a distance propor-

tional to o* and the splitting of the E state. The latter may be due to

inhomogeneous magnetic interaction with the Al nuclei and Cr ions surrounding

the excited ion, and furthermore, in an external magnetic field due to the

Zeeman effect.

The direct process within E is demonstrated to predominate the radiative

decay of E, if a strong magnetic field at an angle to the c axis is applied.

Due to the non-resonance character cf the applied measuring technique, both

the field and angular dependence of essentially the spontaneous direct relaxa-

tion rate could smoothly be obtained. Excellent agreement is found with the

predictions on these rates in ruby by Blume et al.32 In addition, strong

bottlenecking of the phonons generated in the direct process is reflected

in a linear increase of the relaxation time and, under continuous pumping,

in the enhancement of the population of the upper Zeeman level of 1". A

description using rate equations consistently accounts for the experimental
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results if a linear phonon loss mechanism to the temperature bath is assumed.

Finally, the use is proposed of optically excited ruby as a tunable narrow-

band phonon generator as well as a detector in the frequency range 2-15 cm .

The investigations described in this thesis have been published in, or

will be submitted to the following journals:

Chapter II : J.I. Dijkhuis, A. van der Pol, and H.W. de Wijn, Phys. Rev. Lett.

_37, 1554 (1976).

Chapter III: J.I. Dijkhuis and H.W. de Wijn, to be submitted to Phys. Rev. 6.

Chapter IV : J.I. Dijkhuis, K., Huibregtse, and H.W. de Wijn, to be submitted

to Phys. Rev. B.

Chapter V : J.I. Dijkhuis and H.W. de Wijn, to be submitted to Phys. Rev. B.

Chapter VI : J.I. Dijkhuis and H.W. de Wijn, to be submitted to Solid State

Comm.

The format of the different chapters of this thesis has been chosen

to meet the requisite style of the respective journals.
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CHAPTER II

SPECTRAL WIDTH OF OPTICALLY GENERATED BOTTLENECKED 29 cm"*1 PHONONS IN RUBY

-1

ABSTRACT

The R» intensity at 2.1 K is observed to be nearly quadratically

dependent on the R. intensity, indicative of strongly bottlenecked 29 cm

phonons generated by the 2A( E) •+ ¥( E) decay in the optical pumping cycle.

The spectral width of the phonon excitation is probed by separating the

degenerate phonon packets in a magnetic field and monitoring the decrease

of the bottlenecking.

Bottlenecking of acoustic phonons resonant between the optically excited

o 3+ 2 ~1

metastable E( E) state of Cr in ruby and the 2A( E) state 29 en above,has

been observed at liquid helium temperatures during recent years. The first

demonstration1 of the reality of bottlenecked 29 cm phonons was through the
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I*

t'
if

slowing down, with increasing excited state population, of the Orbach

relaxation2 between the IS magnetic substates via 2A as intermediate level.

Subsequently, local imprisonment of 29 cm phonons produced with heat

pulses was shown to exist by monitoring intensity changes of the R,

luminescent line.3 In this Letter, we report first on a new and different

method of generating bottlenecked 29 cm phonons in ruby, viz., by the non-

radiative decay of the optical pumping cycle in the temperature regime where

thermalization is essentially absent (T < 3 K). Secondly, we present a

scheme of probing the spectral width of the bottlenecked phonoa excitation by

separating the Zeeman components of the transition in a magnetic field.

Under the condition of stationary optical pumping, the optical feeding

into the metastable levels equals the radiative decay to the groud state.

Below 3 K, where the R_ luminescence is weaker than the R. luminescence by

many orders of magnitude, the R( intensity therefore is, apart from a measure

of the excited state population, a direct gauge for the feeding into 2A. On

the other hand, the 2A population, which is accessible to measurement through

the intensity of the R. luminescence, decays predominantly to the E state.

Balancing the feeding and the decay, and noting that the transition probabili-

ties of the R. and R, lines are about the same, we have for the effective

decay time between 2A and E

(I)

where t, * 4 us is the radiative lifetime of the R. line, while R. and R.

henceforth denote the integrated luminescent intensities. Under bottlenecking

conditions the reabsorption E •*• 2A of resonant 29 cm phonons becomes a

process with a rate competing with the spontaneous decay 2A •* I. As a result

the net decay rate l/T-v^ will be slowed down relative to the spontaneous
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106 * 107 108

INTENSITY OF R, LINE (counts/s)

Fig.l The integrated intensity of the R2 line vs. the integrated intensity

of the Rj line at 2.1 K for a 700 ppm ruby sample . The slope of

2.1 ±0.1 indicates strong bottlenecking. (o - I02 - 10*) of optically

generated 29 cm phonons.
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rate '/ToT̂ iF' a n^ R2 w* 1 1 n o l o n 8 e r ^e proportional to R..

The excited state population is maintained by continuous pumping with

a I W argon laser tuned to 514.5 nm. At the highest intensities the focus-

sed laser beam is capable of exciting a good fraction of the ground state

population in the ~ 700 ppm ruby crystal, which was immersed in liquid

helium below the X-point. A double monochromator was employed to suppress

the instrumental wings of the R line at the position of the much weaker

R2 line. A cooled photomultiplier and photon counting assured sensitivity

and linearity of the detection system. Neutral density filters were used to

avoid overload.

The experimental dependence of R« on R. at 2.1 K is shown in Fig.). It

is observed that the dependence of R, on R. is close to quadratic (exponent

eff
2.1 ± O.I). In other words, the population dependence of T-T̂ g- 1 S close to

linear, indicative of a situation of complete bottlenecking throughout the

region of intensities shown.5 It is noted here that lowering the temperature

to 1.5 K does not affect these results, ruling out residual heating of the

crystal by the pumping light. One may estimate T 2 J ^
 a m* t n e bottlenecking

factor a - T2A-+H:'T2X»-E a s s o ci* t e (* w»-th it from Eq.(l). At the highest

intensity T^-% <*> 0.002 T D * 10 us and, with T,T =• * 10~
9 s,3.1* a « 104.

Similarly, at the lowest intensities in Fig.l, T.-r =• * 0.2 us and 0 * 200.

The spectral width of the "hot" optically generated 29 cm phonons, a

principal point of interest in this Letter, is accessible to experiment by

observing the change of R_ upon applying a magnetic field. The 2A* -* if line

is gradually split by the Zeeaum effect into four distinct transitions. With

the sane optical feeding into 2A, the number of phonon modes to be bottlenecked

thereby increases relative to the zero-field case,until ultimately each of

the four Zeeman components is exclusively on speaking tents with its own

phonon packet. The degree of bottlenecking will thus decrease with field,
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resulting in a reduction of the 2A population maintained in the bottleneck

and the corresponding R, intensity. The precise field dependence of R~,of

course .depends on the g-factors of 2A and E, and the shape and further

characteristics of the phonon packets, but roughly speaking the width of the

bottlenecked phonons manifests itself in the form of the "width" of the field

dependence.

Experimental data on the field dependence of R. at constant optical

feeding are collected in Fig.2 for several excited state populations in the

19 3
bottlenecked regime. At the highest excited state population (N "- 10 /cm )

substantial separation of the phonon packets is already attained at 500 G,

while full separation is reached beyond 1.5 kG, where R, levels off at about

1/4 of the zero-field intensity. At lower excited state population the packet

width appears to be effectively smaller. In the insert to Fig.2 the width

of the field dependence 5H is finally shown to saturate at the higher populations.

The transition 2A •*• E may be thought of as having a line shape inho-

mogeneously broadened by, e.g., local strains in the crystal. The half-value

width is ~ 0.02 cm , as will appear below, an order of magnitude larger than

the spontaneous decay width '^wT.^p- * 0.002 cm . The region of bottlenecking

then extends to a point in the wings, dependent on the ¥ population, where

the number of interruptions of a phonon within its lifetime has become unity,

while the spectral distribution of the phonons has the same form as the

2A •+• E transition. However, under strong bottlenecking conditions (o 55> I)

the line will be homogenized to some extent by spectral redistribution of the

phonons. The change of the phonon frequency per absorption of a phonon in a

spin-flip transition E •* 2A, followed by the emission of a phonon in a spin-

nonflip transition 2A ->• E, or vice versa, is of the order of the dipole-dipole

splitting of the E level, which is about 0.002 cm at our ground state

concentration, irrespective of any further spin-dependent inhomogeneous
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computed
Gaussian INTENSITY R, (1O"x count s/s)

0.5 1.0
MAGNETIC FIELD

1.5 2.0

Fig.2 The integrated intensity of the R, line, normalized to zero-field

;'B. the magnetic field parallel to the c axis at 2.1 K for several

excited state populations as measured by the R intensity. The curve

through the data points with R( » 9.0 * 10 counts/s has been

computed for a honogeneous Gaussian resonance line with half-value

width 0.017 cm , as explained in text. The insert gives the field

6H at which R2/R2(H - 0) - 0.5 Vs. R(.
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broadening of the E substates.6 The range of this random walk spectral

redistribution, expected to scale with the square root of the number of

interruptions of a phonon within its lifetime, or roughly o , is largest

f' in the center of the bottlenecked line and gradually becomes smaller towards

[:•

p the wings. As a result the spectral distribution of the phonons is smeared

out about the line center. With increasing population of the E state the

>'' interruption rate of a phonon increases, and the area of spectral redistribu-

;' tion broadens correspondingly, until under extreme bottlenecking conditions
y

'} the line becomes spectrally diffusive over a region many times broader than

•,. its width. The phonon distribution has then levelled off over a diffusive

fi\ region which virtually coincides with the entire bottlenecked area.

: At lower bottlenecking, the experiments in Fig.2 suggest a limited area
i •

;::' of spectral redistribution in the central area of the inhomogeneous line.
s-

f-' Applying a magnetic field provides an additional mechanism, similar to dipolar

' homogenization, that brings the homogenized central area in contact with the

•',-_ wings, viz., spin-flip absorption E •*• 2k followed by spin-nonf lip emission

I • 2A + E of a phonon, or vice versa, changing the phonon frequency by the

••;' Zeeman splitting. Apart from the decrease of the bottlenecking induced by the

\. gradual Zeeman splitting into four distinct phonon packets, the resultant

[.: migration of the phonon excitation to the wings further reduces the bottle-

, necking as soon as the Zeeman splitting exceeds the dipolar splitting. The

i effects are of course smaller the farther the spectrally diffusive region

[ extends into the wings, until for a line already fully homogenized at zero

field the effects are completely masked. In Fig.2 it is indeed observed that
the drop of R. with field is steeper, the lower the bottlenecking. The case

with Rj « 9.0 x 10 counts/s, for which <

apparently close to full homogenization.

with Rj « 9.0 x 10 counts/s, for which <5H is approaching saturation, is

| The rate equations governing the occupation of the sublevels of the E
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and 2A states and the phonon occupation numbers are numerically solved for

various resonance line shapes with neglect of thermal phonons and in the

stationary case. To make the model mathematically tractable, instantaneous

spectral redistribution, which occurs in the limiting case of infinite bottle-

necking, is assumed between the phonons within the bottlenecked region of

the 2A •* E resonance line, and further it is assumed that the phonons decay

with a lifetime3 T._ ~ 10 s to "sinks" uniformly distributed throughout the

crystal.7 A similar model, yet for a two-level scheme corresponding to the

zero-field situation in our case, is used by Giordmaine and Nash,5 who

calculated the relaxation time in the bottlenecked regime for several line

shapes as a function of the concentration of bottlenecking centers. In

agreement with their results, we find in the zero-field case an increase of

the 2A population with the 3/2 and 2 power of the total metastable occupa-

tion for Lorentzian and Gaussian line shapes, respectively. These results

only apply to the upper part of Fig.!, where the bottlenecking is sufficiently

strong to have substantial homogenization.9 -It is concluded that the experi-

mentally found power of 2.1 + 0.1 is in accord with a Gaussian-type line

shape rather than a Lorentzian one.

The magnetic field dependence of the 2A population with constant pumping

under very strong bottlenecking conditions (a ~ 10 ), calculated with the

four-level model discussed above, is inserted in Fig.2 in the case of

R. « 9.0* 10 counts/s for a Gaussian resonance line with a half-value width

of 0.017 cm ,9, i.e., with a width fitting the experimental decrease of R-.

For the case in point, the width of the homogenization of the bottlenecked

phonon packet then is ~ 0-017 x (lna)* - 0.05 cm , so assumption of a

fully homogenized line and diffusion to transparent wings is indeed found to

apply.10 It is noteworthy here that, under the same conditions, in case of

a homogeneous Lorentzian line with a width as small as the spontaneous decay
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(** 0.002 cm ) magnetic fields of "~ 4 kG would be required to reduce R~

by 50%, in contrast to experiment and corroborating the above conclusion

that the line is of Gaussian type.

In summary, it is concluded that a Gaussian-type resonance line with

half-value width 0.02 cm , homogeneous through strong spectral redistribu-

tion of the phonons, provides an excellent description of both the close to

quadratic dependence of R, on R , and the experimental decrease of R_ with

field at high bottlenecking. However, at lower bottlenecking spectral

diffusion appears to be confined to the central part of the transition.

We are grateful to G.J. Dirksen for crystal growing.

.6"
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with the resonance line width of 0.02 cm , so that the reactive

coupling5 between the piionons and the spins' is beginning to play a

part. In our case the effects are small, but in more concentrated

ruby the coupling may be observable.
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CHAPTER III

DIFFUSION OF BOTTLENECKED 29 cm"1 PHONONS

IN OPTICALLY EXCITED RUBY

ABSTRACT

-1
Spatial, and additionally spectral, diffusion of 29 cm phonons

trapped in an excited cylindrical region with diameter ~ 0.I mm has been

investigated under continuous optical pumping of ruby. For 130 and 700 ppm

ruby, strictly spatial diffusion limited phonon decay is reflected in a

quadratic dependence of the bottlenecking factor o on the excited state

* * 17 3 *

concentration N uptoN ~ 3 * 10 /cm . At higher N , attainable in 700

and 2500 ppm ruby, the observed reduction of o relative to the second-power

dependence as well as the increased width of the dependence of a on magnetic

field reveal that spectral diffusion from inhoaogeneous packet to packet is

operative. In the spatially diffusive regime, evidence for Zeeman-induced

spectral diffusion is found in a characteristic narrowing of the magnetic
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field dependence upon raising a. At full separation of the Zeeman transi-

— 2 — 2 *

tions 2A( E) «* E( E ) , a is reduced to I5-40Z, depending on N and ground

state concentration*

Rate equations governing the Cr populations in the two-level scheme,

2A, E, with inclusion of spatial diffusion and anharuonic decay of the
phonons, account for the second-power dependence . Diffusive phonon decay

* 132 * 2 14

turns out to dominate from N R ~ 4x10 /cm up to at least N R ~ 10 /cm,

with R the characteristic dimension of the excited region. Spectral

diffusion, treated as a perturbation, satisfactorily fits the data at higher

o, yielding a diffusive step of "" 2% of the line width. At low bottlenecking,

the functional form of the magnetic field dependence of a, including its

width and level at full separation is closely described by use of rate

equations,taking the lineshape to be Gaussian-type, and assuming the phonons

associated with spin flip and those with spin nonflip to belong to distinct

classes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the dynamics of high frequency acoustic phonons has

attracted considerable interest.1"6 Optically excited ruby turns out to be

an excellent system to study the bottlenecking of such phonons, which are

resonant between the two Kramers doublets 2A( E) and t~( E) 29 cm" apart.

The first evidence for the existence of non-thermal 29 cm phonons at

pumped liquid helium temperatures in ruby, was the reduction of the spin-

lattice relaxation tine between the Zeeman components of the if excited state

at higher pumping light intensities.7 This speedup of the relaxation was

ascribed to the increased generation of 29 en phonons in the fast decay

— — —1
2A •+• E. A few years later, imprisonment of 29 cm phonons produced by
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short heat pulses was demonstrated to occur in excited ruby.1 The phonon-

pulse induces transitions E •* 2A, and as a result the intensity of the

R« line emanating from 2A was found to change. Already at excited-state

concentrations of the order of 10 /cm the mean free path of the phonons

3+ —
against absorption by a Cr ion in the E state was deduced to be shorter

than ~ 1 mm. At 1.5 K, a non-linear behavior of the R_ line on the pump

power was observed due to the trapping of 29 cm phonons produced by the

non-radiative decay in the optical pumping cycle.2 In addition, the spectral

width of the bottlenecked phonons could be probed by gradually separating

the Zeeman components of 2A ** E in a weak magnetic field, and spectral

diffusion was demonstrated to occur under conditions of severe bottlenecking.

Experiments on the relaxation time of 2A, excited by means of heat pulses or

a burst of laser light, have confirmed the bottlenecking of the phonon system

through a slowing down of the decay of the R2 line towards higher metastable

Cr populations.1'3 More specifically, indications have been found for

diffusion limited phonon decay at lower excited state concentrations.3

Recently, in experiments with an excitation zone of variable dimension the

lifetime of the 29 cm phonons is reported to exceed 2.7 ys.s

This paper is to demonstrate that the removal of phonons is essentially

established for small excitation zones by spatially diffusive propagation

to the edge of the zone at a wide range of excited-state concentrations.

In addition, the effects of spectral diffusion under these conditions will

be considered. The experimental findings, both without and in a magnetic "

field, will be discussed in terms of rate equations taking into account

spatially diffusive as well as inelastic phonon decays, and differentiating

between longitudinal and transverse phonons.
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I'-

ll. RATE EQUATIONS

In this section, we consider the multiple absorption and emission of

29 cm phonons trapped in a ruby crystal by Cr ions in the E state in

the temperature range where thermalization within the E is essentially

absent (T < 3 K). We first formulate the rate equations governing the site-

dependent populations of ion states and phonons, with inclusion of anharaonic

decay and spatial diffusion. For the stationary case, we subsequently solve

the equations under the boundary condition of an infinite cylinder simulating

the laser beam passing through the crystal.

The interruptions of the phonons by the Cr centers are assumed to be

completely elastic, which is equivalent to the neglect of spectral diffusion

during the time the phonon is absorbed. We xurther ignore any other mechanisms

for spectral diffusion, such as the one induced by dipolar interaction vith

the A- ground state.2 To cast the problem into a mathematically tractable

form, we will take the phonon packet to be flat, with width Av. This is in

fact quite a good approximation, because the experiment preferentially

selects the central portion of the inhomogsneously broadened line, to which

we return later. In addition, we distinguish between the longitudinal and

transverse phonon branches, since they suffer different damping rates to the

bath, say by anharmonic decay, and have different couplings to the Cr ions

in the E~ state. Finally, we neglect stimulated relative to spontaneous

emission of a phonon, noting that under the experimental conditions the phonon

occupation numbers are much smaller than unity. At position r in the crystal,

the rate equations of the excited Cr ions coupled to the phonons can then

be written as

2p (r)
_ • • (i- • |-)
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dN2A(?) (r)

Here, %•(*) and N_—(r) are the ion occupation numbers at the position r in

the crystal for the E state and the 2A state 29 cm above; P-r(r) and Pt(?)

are the phonon occupation numbers per mode at the position r of the

longitudinal and the two transverse branches, respectively8; T7 and T

are the ion transition rates for spontaneous emission of a longitudinal

and transverse phonon, respectively, where the coupling between the two

3+ —

transverse branches and the Cr ions in the E states is assumed to be

equal; xD is the radiative lifetime, which is taken to be independent of

the particular component of the fluorescence; fcr and 4>«j are the relative

rate constants of the feeding through optical pumping into the E and the

2A levels, respectively. In the experiments the total number of ions in

the excited states, N=r(r) + N —(r) » N , is kept constant over the excitation

area by spatially homogeneous optical pumping . In the stationary case,

it follows from setting Eqs.(l) and (2) equal to zero that

1/TR " *2A (3)

The net energy released by the ions in the transition 2A •* E is taken

up by the longitudinal and transverse phonons, and subsequently transported

to the so-called bath. We consider here phonon decay by anharmonic processes

and spatial diffusion. The phonon rate equations within the excitation

region,then read

dt
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dt

(5)

§;;

Here, p-, and p. are the densities of phonon modes per unit of frequency;

T-, and T, are the anharmonic Jecay times, taken to be independent of

position; Av is the spectral width of the phonons on speaking terms with

the transition 2A ** E; finally, D7 (r) and D.(r) are the diffusion constants

in the excited region for the longitudinal and transverse phonon occupation

numbers, respectively. If we consider the propagation of the bottlenecked

phonons as a motion of material particles, the conventional kinetic

expression for the diffusion constant can be adopted, i.e., D • •=• Av, where

A is the mean free path of a phonon and v is the velocity of sound. According

to Ref.9 the mean free path equals, in our notation, A(r) • vpAvT/Ng(r). At

low temperatures only a small fraction (less than, say, 10 at the higher

bottlenecking ratios achieved) of the excited Cr + ions are in the 2A level,

•+ *

so that we may set %(r) * N in A. The diffusion constants are then

independent of position, and read

I Vz • (6)

(7)

At this point, we first consider numerical values for the parameters

occurring in the problem to justify the use of diffusive terms in Eqs.(4) and

(5). In order to be in the diffusive regime, the mean free path of

the phonons on speaking terms should be substantially shorter than the
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dimensions of the excitation region. The sound velocities are taken the

averaged values over various directions, v- * 11.3 x 10 cm/s and

v " 6.4 x 10 cm/s,10 while the density of modes is estimated with the
u

6 1 7 T

Debye approximation to be p-, » 6.6 * 10 /Hzcm and p, - 3.6 x 10 /Hzcm for

29 cm phonons. The spontaneous relaxation time T2x>jf of 2A decaying to

E has been determined from the time evolution of the R» line after pulsed

excitation to be 1.1 ns,11 but is of course the weighted sum of the rates

involving the longitudinal and transverse branches. To separate the latter,

we resort to the experiments of Kaplyanskii et al.12 in ruby, from which

the *ean free path of a transverse phonon against absorption by Cr in

the E state can be determined relative to a longitudinal phonon. Their

measurements were carried out by use of the same technique as Renk.1 The

longitudinal and transverse phonon pulses could be separated by increasing

the distance between the phonon generator and the optical detector to 5 mm.

A region of illumination was introduced between the generator and the detector,

thereby reducing the observed amplitudes of the longitudinal and transverse

pulses by, say, factors exp(-L/A~) and exp(-L/A,), respectively. Frost

these experiments we thus find a rough estimate A,/A. * 1.7, and consequently

T,/T * 5.3. Then, T, * 13 ns and T. * 2.4 ns. With a bandwidth of the

It <- s

phonon spectrum corresponding to the full half-value width of the spectral

line 2A "•* E, 0.012 cm , 2» 1 3 we obtain in a realistic range of excited state

concentrations (N • 10 to 10 /cm ) a mean free path for the longitudinal

branch varying from 40 urn to 0.4 um and for the transverse branch 20 um to 0.2 pm,

in good agreement with the findings of Renk,1 who observed already limited
IS 3

phonon decay over I mm at excited state concentrations as low as 10 /cm .
Summarizing, the condition for the use of a diffusive term, in phonon rate

* 13 2
equations, Eqs.(4) and (5), is N R > 4 x 10 /cm , with R the characteristic

length that a phonon travels to reach the boundary of the excitation region
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(For a cylinder say the radius). The condition is easily fulfilled

* 17 3 —2
under our experimental conditions (N > 10 '/cm , R * 10 cm).

To solve the rate equations for the stationary case, and to find

N 2 A ^ *n t h e diffusive regime, we set Eqs.(2), (A),and (5) to zero. By

adding the equations and on substitution of Eqs.(6) and (7), the balance

between the rate at which energy is dumped in the phonon system by optical

pumping and the decay rate to the bath is found to be

*2AN

p,Avp7(r) 2p Avp (r) (v7p7Av)
2T7V

2p7(r)

T
*

3N

*
3N

(6)

where the radiative decay via the R2 fluorescence is ignored compared to the

non-radiative decay 2A •+• E. Under bottlenecking conditions, the phonons are

coupled more strongly to the excited Cr ions than to the bath, and as a

result remain at approximately the same non-Boltzmann "temperature" as the

ionic E system, i.e., Py(r) *Pj,(r) * N-(r)/N .Substituting this into Eq.(8) and

adopting an infinitely long cylinder for the configuration of the excited

region to meet the experimental situation, we obtain the differential

equation describing the stationary 2A population as a function of position,

enhanced by the multiple scattering of imprisoned optically generated 29 cm"

phonons,

-1

N2A(P) d PdN2A(p)

(9)

2 2 1
where p * (x +y ) 2 is the radial position in the cylinder, and

Ch (10)
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D2A (ID

As before, the factor of two associated with the transverse phonon modes

originates from their multiplicity. The solution of Eq. (9) is

(12)

in which J~ is a Bessel function of the first kind, and C is an integration

constant, to be determined by the boundary condition. Because N , and thus

2 4
N2j, vanishes on the surface of the cylinder, C • 1/J.((-R /D2T

T
a .) ), with

R the radius of the cylinder.

Since the experiment is set up in such a way that R« luminescence is

collected from the total excited volume, it is unfortunate that Eq.(12) can not

be integrated over the volume in closed form.11* We therefore consider two

extreme cases. This also leads in quite a natural way to another condition

that should be fulfilled for the occurrence of spatial diffusion to the edge

of the excitation zone. For small arguments of the Bessel functions

(R /D2VT h -^ 1), expected at the lower N , expansion yields

N2A<?)

and after averaging over the cylinder

N2A

(13)

(U)

This is independent of the anharmonic decay of the phonons. It represents

the physical situation in which the phonon decay is purely spatially diffusive,
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characterized by a third-power increase of the 2A population as a function

*
of N . By increasing the bottleneck another regime is.however.entered,

*-l
in which the anharmonic decay (= N ) has gained relative to the diffusion

*—2
(a N ) inhibiting the phonons from reaching the surface of the

cylinder within their lifetime. In this situation (R /D2T
T u ̂  ') t h e

phonon diffuses during a fixed span of time (x, . ) , rather than over a

fixed net distance to the boundary of real space. In Eq.(l2), the ratio

of the Bessel functions then vanishes, and there remains

N2A " N2A(r) " *2AN Tanh'
(15)

The 2A population is now quadratioally dependent on the excited-state

concentration, which is indeed observed in the experiments of Ref.2.

Working out the condition for entering the diffusive regime limited by

anharmonic decay, we use the earlier estimates of the parameters to find

D2A * 8' 6 1 0 ' N c m ^S" F u r t h e r» f r o m theoretical work15'16 the anharmonic

decay of the transverse phonons is known to be orders of magnitude slower

than the decay of the longitudinal branch.

Therefore we can ascribe the upper limit for the phonon lifetime

obtained from heat pulse experiments6 to the longitudinal phonons, i.e.,

T, >2.7 us, which yields Tan, > 10 N s. In conclusion, we expect

anharmonic decay not to compete with diffusion to the edge of the laser

* 2 \k
beam up to at least N R ~ 10 /cm.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Measurements were carried out to demonstrate that under favorable

experimental conditions the decay of bottlenecked 29 cm phonons is indeed

governed by spatial diffusion to the boundary. In the previous section

ra
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it was estimated that both the transverse and the longitudinal branches

* 13 2
are spatially confined by diffusion if N R > 4 * 10 /cm . In addition,

it was pointed out that phonen decay by diffusion to the boundary is

* 2 14
dominant over anharmonic decay when N R < 10 /cm. In the experiments,

therefore, the crucial point is to reduce the size of the excitation zone

to increase the range of concentrations where boundary-limited spatial

diffusion is dominant.

In the experimental set-up a 3 watt argon laser operating on all lines

is focussed on a ruby sample with a 15 cm lens. The beam divergence is

0.8 mrad, resulting in a focus with a diameter of 120 ym (R « 60 um).

According to the above conditions, we then expect boundary-limited diffusive

phonon decay for Cr concentrations from 7 x io up to 3 * 10 /cm . The

crystals (ground state concentrations 130 ppm, 700 ppm, and 2500 ppm of

the Al sites occupied by Cr ) were carefully polished to reduce surface

scattering of the incoming laser beam, and to maximize the fluorescent

output. The necessary low temperature is achieved by immersing the crystal

in pumped liquid helium below the X-point (T * 1.5 K). To avoid local

heating due to absorption of laser light and to garantee the spatial uni-

formity of the excitation, it was necessary to use thin crystals (0.2 -

0.3 mm) for the 700 ppm and 2500 ppm ground state concentrations. The

fluorescent R. and R, lines, emanating from the excitation zone, are pro-

portional to the spatially averaged populations of the E and 2A level,

respectively. The lines are analyzed by a double monochromator, and

detected with a cooled photomultiplier followed by conventional photon-

counting apparatus. The geometry ' f the set-up is such that the laser

light is incident transverse to the c axis, with the polarization parallel

to the axis; the spectrometer, collecting the red fluorescence emitted at

right angles to the laser beam, is selectively sensitive to polarizations
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perpendicular to the c axis. To separate spin-flip and spin-nonflip

components, a magnetic field, generated by a superconducting split-pair,

coil, could be applied along the c axis of the crystals.

A. Boundary-Limited Spatial Diffusion

Below we discuss the experiments on phonon bottleneck ing in 130 ppm

ruby (ground state Cr concentration 6 * 10 /cm ) with laser excitation

in a cylinder with radius 60 pm. In Fig.1, the results of measurements

on the R, intensity vs. the R. intensity-are presented at 1.5 K and zero

magnetic field. Here, R and R. stand for the intensities integrated over

the fluorescent line profiles in order to represent N — and N=-, respectively,

as closely as possible under the varying experimental conditions. The in-

tensities R. and R_, at a certain setting,were measured immediately following

each other in order to reduce long-term drift. In Fig.l, we have chosen

to plot the ratio Ro/R, rather than R, itself, since in the ratio the

sensitivity of the system, including its long-term variations, is eliminated,

enabling us to tye together various runs. More importantly from the physical

point of view, however, the ratio is a direct measure of the degree of

bottlenecking, a, through

3R2/R. " N2A/NE = °*2AT2A->E'
(16)

transition prob-where the factor •j takes into account the different

abilities17 2A( E) + A2and E"(
2E) -> A 2 ; H _ ~ N * . Th e abscissa of Fig.l

*
is proportional to R., i.e., proportional to N for the moment in arbitrary

* *
units. We then see that the experimental slope of N.^/N vs. N is

2.0 ± 0.1 over a full decade of N , in exact agreement with the predictions

of the previous section for the case of boundary limited spatial diffusion
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Fig.l The ratio of the integrated intensities of the Rj and R. fluorescence

vs. excited state population at 1.5 K in 130 ppm ruby. The excitation

region is a cylinder of radius 60 urn. The slope of 2 corresponds to

pure spatially diffusive phonon decay. Equation (14) provides a

calibration of the populations (Y • I).
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[see Eqs.(ll) and (14)]. To obtain a numerical fit to the data, thereby

calibrating the horizontal axis of Fig.1, we substitute D?x> Eq.(II), in

*3
Eq.(14), and evaluate the resulting prefactor of N . All parameters

occurring have already been discussed, except <Jioj which with Eq.(3) straight-

forward follows from the branching ratio <fcr/if>yr • 2.6,11 and T D * 4 ms.

Anticipating of the outcome of this, the units of the horizontal axis of

Fig.1 were chosen such that Y = '• Accordingly, we observe boundary-

limited spatially diffusive phonon decay over a concentration range of

3 x 10 up to 3 x 10 Cr ions/cm . This is well within the range of

15 1 8 3 * * 2

7 x 10 to 3 x 10 /cm set by the N R and N R conditions discussed in

Sec.II. It is noted that according to the calibration (y « 1) ~ 5% of the

Cr in the active zone are excited at the highest bottlenecking. However,

in view of the observed onset of saturation of R. with laser pump power

this calibration seems to underestimate N , and accordingly y may be smaller

than unity.

Apparently, in 130 ppm with an excitation zone reduced in size we have

a physical system in which the excitation decays predominantly by spatial

diffusion. At this point it is instructive also co consider the situation

from the phonon point of view. The third- ,rather than second-power dependence

of R_ on R. stems from the N dependence of the diffusion constant of the

phonons, Eqs.(6) and (7), transporting the energy to the edge of the excita-

tion zone, while repeatedly scattering off Cr in the E state. It is there-

fore of interest to raise the frequency degeneracy of the phonons associated

with spin-flip and non-spinflip transitions 2A -* E, so as to increase the

number of phonon modes active in transporting energy. A convenient way

to do this is applying a magnetic field along the c axis, making use of the

Zeeman splittings of 2A and E~. Already at fields of a few k.G,2 the optical

feeding is distributed over four distinct phonon packets, two of which are
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Fig.2 Sane as Fig.l, but in

a magnetic field of

28 kG along the c axis.

on speaking terms with a spin-flip transition and two of which are resonant

with a spin-nonflip transition, each consisting of a longitudinal mode and

two transverse ones. In Fig.2, the ratio is presented of the integrated

intensities of the Zeeman components of the lines eoanating fro« 2A and

E as a function of the total excited state population in a field of 28 kG

along the c axis. The laser power has been taken as a gauge of N relative

to N in Fig.l. Again a slope of two is observed, indicating that even

at full separation of the four phonon packets the decay is still
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boundary-limited spatially diffusive.

The experiment of Fig.2 cannot settle the question whether the phonon

associated with spin flip or spin nonflip, or both, are responsible for

transport of excitation to the bath. We may .however,say that phonon

diffusion [cf. Eqs.(6) and (7)] has become faster by a factor of 2 due to

the redistribution18 of N to N /2 in each of the two sublevels of E,

irrespective of any change in the spin-phonon coupling. Further, the

"spin-flip modes" and "spin-nonflip modes", have each doubled in number.

In other terms, we expect a drop of o by at least a factor of 4. The data

of Figs. I and 2 are not very well cotnparible in this respect. However,

the zero-field normalized integrated R_ intensities, displayed in Fig.3,

were obtained in single runs with varying field for two excited state

populations N » 6 * 10 /cm and 3 * 10 /cm , corresponding to a zero-field

bottlenecking parameter--o « 70 and 1700, respectively. Fig. 3, incidentally

confirming the separation of the packets above, say, 400 G, shows a levelling

off of R./R. « a a t 0.22, i.e. a drop by a factor of 4.5, close to the 4 of

the above reasoning. Here,an essential ingredient was that phonons associated

with spin-flip and those with spin-nonflip transitions, are not interrelated

in any way, even at zero field, when their frequencies are coincident. In

case they were, the reducing factor for o in a field would be, as a straight-

forward rate equation calculation, for the slab for simplicity, without

differentiating between longitudinal and transverse phonons shows, 4T2/T(,

with T. the nonflip spin-phonon coupling and T_ the corresponding spin-

flip one, or, with Tj/T. ~ 15,7 a reduction by ~ 60, quite contrary to the

experimental findings. Summarizing, the conjecture is that the phonons

emitted by 2A-E carry some sort of label distinguishing between production

by spin flip and non-flip. Physically considering the anisotropy of the

system, such labels could be found in the polarization and the direction of
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Fig.3 The integrated intensity of the R, line, normalized to zero field,

vs. magnetic field parallel to the c axis in 130 ppm ruby at 1.5 K.

The data are for two pumping powers, characterized by their zero-

field o's. The full and dashed curves represent Eq.(17) for a Gaussian

and Lorentzian shape, respectively, and various distributions of

the amplitudes of phonons associated with spin flip or spin nonflip

in carrying off the energy. The observed narrowing from a « 70 to

1700 is indicative for Zeenan-induced spectral diffusion.
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travel. Strong anisotropy of the spin-phonon interaction in ruby has

indeed been found experimentally.19

At intermediate magnetic fields, i.e., at such small fields that

a sizable overlap still exists between the various phonon packets,

the situation is quite complex. The dependence of Ro^i o n '*eld is .of

course,a function of the shape of the 2A-E transition, the g factors of

2A and E, and the phonon decay mechanisms. For a discussion, however,

considerable simplifications have to be made. The Cr may be viewed as

being subdivided in various classes, each with a particular zero-field

2A-E splitting A ~ 29 cm . These classes are weighted by the normalized

spectral line shape function G(A), with a width of the order of Av *"

0.01 cm at our ground state concentrations. We further note that the

variation of the Zeeman splittings, which is mainly due to dipolar

interaction with the A, ground state, and for which the EPR linewidth

within the E(~ 0.002 cm ) is a direct measure,7 is smaller by an order

of magnitude. Therefore, we may take the Zeeman splittings of E and 2A,

denoted by 6f - gglJgH (gjr « 2.445)
7 and &2 - &2V

iBii *g2A * 1#6^' r e sP e c t i v c ly

to be independent of A. Then, ignoring spectral diffusion, to which we will

return below, the optical feeding into a particular class of Cr , say A,

is carried off to the edge of the excitation zone by spatial diffusion of

bottlenecked phonons of four distinct frequencies, two of which are

associated with spin flip and two with spin nonflip. As to the phonons,

each of these phonon frequencies is resonant with yet another class of Cr .

For instance, a spin-nonfiip phonon in resonance with 2A+ ** E+ of Cr of

class A is also on speaking terms with 2A_ •** E_ of class A +&.-&„•

Similarly, a spin-nonflip phonon resonant with 2A_ ** E_ is also resonant

with 2A+ ** E+ of class A - Sj + 6.. For spin flip, the resonant classes

are further apart by a factor (fij+S^/CSj-e ) - 4.8; 2A+ •» E_ of A is
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resonant with 2A_ -*• E+ of A - 6 - <?„, 2A_ + E+ of 4 with 2A+ •* E_ of

A + 6 + 62> A closed expression for the field dependence of R. can now

be found by working out rate equations, similar to those considered in

Sec.II, for the populations of E+ and 2A+ of class A. Allowance is made

for the fact that the opacity of the illuminated region for phonons is not

3+ *
only determined by the number of Cr in class A, N G(A), but also by the

number of Cr in the relevant other class the phonon is resonant with.

*

We further equilibrate the population of E+ and E_ to {N , which is an

excellent approximation in small fields, and explicitely omit the distinct-

ion of the phonon polarization. Integrating over the distribution

G(A), we find for the total occupation of 2A~

G ( A >

-=• +
[G(A)+G(A+(S,-«$2)]

2 fG(A)+G(A-6|-62)]
2

[G(A)+G(A+61+62)j

with, for a cylinder of illumination,

(17)

(18)

representing the spatial diffusion [cf. Eq.(ll)]; the A's still have to

be summed over the phonon polarizations; A. refers, to spin nonflip, A, to

spin flip. The fraction A | M 2 therefore expresses the ratio of the energy

carried off by spin-nonflip phonons over that by spin-flip.



At high fields, where the various G's virtually have no overlap,

Eq.(17) shows a levelling off at R2/R2 (H-0) *
 N

2 A '
N 2 A ( H* 0 ) " *• a s w e

have already seen. Some results of numerical evaluation of Eq.(!7) are

given in Fig.3 for both Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes. As before

the full half-value width of G(A) chosen is 0.012 cm . The two extreme

cases A. • 0 (diffusion of excitation predominantly through spin-flip

phonons) and A- « 0 (diffusion through spin-nonflip phonons) fall on either

side of the experimental data. They anyway suggest a preference for a

Gaussian lineshape over a Lorentzian one, i.e., the spectral line does not

have typically Lorentzian wings, which is consistent with direct spectroscopic

findings.13 Apparently, the transfer of energy to the bath is by spin flip

as well as spin nonflip. More precisely, a satisfactory fit of Eq.(l7) to

the data at lew bottlenecking (N "~ 6 x 10 /cm , corresponding to o * 70)

is obtained for A(/(A( + A2) = 0.80 (Fig.3), but this number is ,of course,

dependent on the Av chosen. Anyway, the conclusion of the above analysis

seems to be that the major fraction of the energy is carried off by the

phonons associated with spin nonflip. Since the transition probability

upon interruption of a phonon by Cr is larger for spin nonflip than for

spin flip (T. /T- "" 15), the density of the spin-flip phonons must be

substantially smaller, roughly by an order of magnitude [cf. Eq.(l8)].

The Zeeman splitting of the E states, 6., enables phonon frequency to

shift by ± 6. by means of a spin-flip transition E ->• 2A followed by a spin-

— — 2

nonflip transition 2A •+ E, or vice versa. In fact, T,T2/(Tj + T2) ~ 62 of

the interruptions involve such a shift 6 . If a considerable number of these

interruptions occur within a phonon lifetime, a kind of spectral diffusion

process is initiated similar to the processes taking place already at zero

field in more concentrated rubies.2 At fields small as compared to the

linewidth, S. < Av, the range of this random-walk spectral progression2 is
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expected to go as n « (0.06 a) in units of the step distance 6 . For the

cases of Fig.3, we have n * 2 and 10, respectively, at small fields.

However, when the phonons are reaching the wings of the spectral line,

where the bottlenecking is substantially smaller, these estimates for n are

too large. Referring to the above rate equation treatment, the coupled

equations correspondingly increase in number and become entirely impossible

to deal with. Qualitatively, however, the external-field induced spectral

diffusion provides for an additional leak of excitation, namely to the

wings of the line, thereby reducing the bottlenecking. At high fields,

the progression of the phonon frequency cannot occur, because there is no

overlap between the phonon packets at distance 6. » A > J . Considering the-

se facts, we therefore expect that at increased bottlenecking, R2 initially

drops faster with field, but levels off at a ratio which is independent

of the bottlenecking factor in the diffusive regime. Comparing the

experimental data in Fig.3 for low bottlenecking (o « 70) and increased

bottlenecking (o » 1700), we indeed observe that the larger o the faster

the drop of the bottlenecking is with field. Also, we find confirmation

in the experiments for the levelling off at a value for R2/R2 (H • 0)

independent of a. In this context, we finally note that the "width" of

the magnetic field dependence according to Eq.(l7), represents an upper

limit, corresponding to the case of low bottlenecking, since in the

derivation of Eq.(17) field-induced spectral diffusion has been ignored.

B. More Concentrated Rubies

In this part of the section, we present measurements on 700 ppm and

2500 ppm ruby crystals, otherwise under the same conditions as the experiments

described in part A. Again we expect only minor effects of anharmonic decay

processes of the phonons at least up to excited-state concentrations of
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IS 3
~ 3 x 10 /cm . The main new element in the discussion is the onset

of spectral diffusion of the phonons at the higher bottlenecking which can

be attained in the more concentrated samples. As much as spatial diffusion,

spectral diffusion depends on the multiple interruption of the phonons by

Cr , and therefore scales with o . It has already been pointed out in

Ref.2 that already at zero field the inhomogeneous splitting of the E+

Kramers doublet by random magnetia fields potentially provides for a shift

of the phonon frequency upon interruption. In an interruption involving

a spin-flip transition 2A ** E followed by a spin-nonflip transition 2A •* E,

or vice versa, the frequency of a phonon changes by an interval corresponding

to, say, the distance between the inhomogeneous packets of the E doublet.

As a result, a random walk movement through the spectral line broadens the

bottlenecked phonon spectrum and diminishes the bottleneck.

The experimental dependence of the bottlenecking factor o on the excited

state concentration N is shown in Fig.4 for 700 ppn and 2500 ppm ruby.

An- increase of o over three orders of magnitude is observed. The bottle-

necking factor is computed from the observed R^/R, according to Eq.(l6).

As the R. and R, fluorescent lines are equally trapped by A. ground state

Cr during the travel to the border of the crystal, there is no need to

correct the observed ratio R^/Rj. However, within the excitation region,

2
the feeding rate constant ts^j, inversely proportional to the decay of E,

is significantly changed due to the reabsorption of R.. Under the

experimental conditions in our samples, the estimated decay times of the

¥ level *rt 6.4 ms for 700, and 7.7 ms for 2500 ppn ruby. In Fig.4, this

variation in 42A- necessitated to first convert K2/R. to a by use of Eq.(16)

with T2A-+E " '*'
 n g*

The data points in the lower part of Fig.4 (700 ppm, o < 5 x 103)

follow an exactly quadratic dependence of a on N . The situation, as far
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Fig.U Bottlenccking factor o, proportional to R2/R,, i'e. excited-state

population in 700 and 2500 ppn ruby at 1.5 K. At low o the data

follow the spatially diffusive slope of 2. The full curve takes

into account additional spectral diffusion setting in at higher o,

an described in text.
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as the phonons is concerned, is essentially identical to the previous

130 ppm case, in which the quadratic dependence was discussed to originate

from phonon decay predominantly by spatial diffusion. The horizontal axis

is again calibrated with the aid of Eq.(l4), i.e., Y " •• Again, y may be

somewhat smaller considering the saturation characteristics. At 700 ppm,

we are still in the regime, where the width Av of the 29 cm transition

is primarily determined by random crystalline fields due to local strains,20

rather than long-range interactions. As for 130 ppm, we therefore take

for Av the 500 ppm far-infrared value of 0.012 cm" .

The upper part of Fig.4 shows a marked deviation from a second power,

which we attribute to the occurrence of additional spectral diffusion. A

treatment of spectral diffusion in combination with spatial diffusion is

exceedingly difficult, and would require extensive computer analysis. Roughly

estimating, but sufficiently accurately for pur discussion, the change

*
in functional dependence of o on N relative to spatial diffusion only,

we consider, as a perturbation, the broadening of the bottlenecked phonon

spectrum due to spectral diffusion. During the lifetime of a phonon, the

frequency interval over which spectral redistribution progresses at zero

field, Av., can be taken equal to the square root of the number of inter-

ruptions involving a spin flip followed by a spin nonflip, or vice versa,

multiplied by the magnetic inhomogeneous splitting, 5, of the E doublet,

i.e., Av. * (3/l7)*6, where the fraction of interruptions involving a

change of the phonon frequency by 6 is taken to be 1/17.7»11 Consequently,

by squared addition of the widths, the number of modes transporting the

energy released in the optical pumping cycle to the bath it increased by

2 2 4
a factor (1+Av^/Av ) . Correspondingly, the bottlenecking parameter a

2 2 —i
modifies by the factor (I+Av /Av ) J. In Fig.4, the full curve represents

d
*

a fit to the 700 ppm data of this deviation from exactly quadratic N
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dependence. Here, 6/Av is the parameter to be fitted, with the result

6/iv * 0.02, or, with g « 2.445 for the ¥ state, 6 * 3 G. More direct

information on the magnetic inhomogeneous broadening is,of course,available

from the E excited state EPR line, which has a full half-value width of

16 G.a Then, a reasonable measure of the diffusive step distance £

probably is the square root of the second moment of the EPR, which is,

for Gaussian line shape, 16/2 x 1.18 - 7 G, which considering the admittedly

approximative nature of our discussion is not inconsistent with our result

for 6.

As to the origin of 6, the primary origins of random magnetic fields

lifting the degeneracy of the E in dilute ruby must be, as in case of the

A~ ground state, the superhyperfine interaction of the Cr with its 13

neighboring Al nuclei,21"23 and, at higher concentrations, the dipolar

broadening by Cr in the A2 ground state.
21* The former mechanism is,of

course, independent of concentration, whereas the latter produces a spread

roughly scaling linearly with the concentration, at least below 5000 pptn.

Since the EPR line width in E does not substantially vary with concentration

below,say,1000 ppm, the 16 G quoted above apparently finds its origin

mainly in the broadening by Al nuclei. At 2500 ppm, omitting the pairs

formed with neighbors, which have their fluorescence outside R.,the dipolar

contribution to the width has been evaluated at ~ 3 G,2k i.e., the EPR

width, and accordingly 6, is augmented over the residual width by only

*
several tens of percent. Data on bottlenecking vs. N in 2500 ppm ruby

have also been entered in Fig.4, horizontally shifted in such a way as to

coincide with the 700 ppm data. Since Av in 2500 ppm is expected to be

*
slightly larger than in 700 ppm, the actual N in the 2500 ppa case is

therefore somewhat larger than according to the abscissa in Fig.4, which

refers to 700 ppm. We note that the spatial-spectral diffusion fit to the
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a magnetic field of

28 kG along the c axit,
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of spectral diffusion

at full separation of

the 2A ** E transitions.
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700 ppm data points, nicely extrapolates along the 2500 ppm points,

which is consistent with the idea that Av has increased by about the same

amount as 6 to Av ~ 0.015 cm" .

Finally, we will consider the behavior of a in a magnetic field. The

experimental dependence of the bottlenecking factor c on the total

excited state population N at 28 kG along the c axis for 700 ppm and

2500 ppm ruby is displayed in Fig.5. The sum of the integrated intensities

of the lines emanating from the Zeeman components of the ¥ and 2A states to
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the A-levels are used in order to compute R2^
Ri• w n i c n i-s subsequently

converted to o with Eq.(l6), giving due consideration of the change in

intensity due to trapping of the various fluorescent components. The same

value for T2-r — was used as in the zero-field case, while fyyT
 w a s adjusted

relative to the zero-field case according the reduction of reabsorption

upon lifting the degeneracy.25 In comparison to the zero-field case, a

quadratic dependence of o on N is observed up to higher bottlenecking,

which is simply related to the fact that in a field a wider spectrum of

phonons is involved in transporting energy to the bath, so that spectral

diffusion has to progress over a correspondingly larger frequency interval

in order to become effective. In Fig.6, dealing with intermediate fields,

the intensity of the R« line normalized to zero-field is plotted versus

the magnetic field along the c axis for several bottlenecking factors, both

low and high, in 700 ppm and 2500 ppm. We will limit ourselves to three

main features in these data, the first one confirming spectral diffusion

induced by the external field, the other two confirming spectral diffusion

by inhomogeneous magnetic fields. (a) For 700 ppm at relatively low

bottlenecking (o = 450 and 1700), the "width" of the magnetic field dependence

is observed to narrow very slightly upon increasing bottleneck, similar

to our findings in 130 ppm (see Fig.3). The effect was explained by a

spectral diffusion process induced by the splitting of the E state by

the external field, which is more effective the higher the bottlenecking.

This characteristic narrowing further corroborates the conclusion from

Fig.4, that in the lower bottlenecking regime and with a small excitation

.'.one phonon decay occurs predominantly by spatial diffusion, (b) At higher

bottlenecking, say 0 > 10 , substantial increase of the width of the mag-

netic field dependence is observed, similar to the experiments on 700 ppm

reported upon earlier,2 which we ascribed to spectral diffusion induced by
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Fig.6 The integrated intensity of the R^ line, normalized to zero field,

ys. magnetic field along the c axis for several bottlenecking factors

in 700 ppm and 2500 ppm. With increasing o, the width first decreases

due to Zeeman-induced spectral diffusion, and subsequently increases

when spectral diffusion from inhomogeneous packet to packet becomes

operative.

the inhomogeneous magnetic splitting of the E doublet. It is of interest

to notice that the idea of spectral diffusion causing the slower drop of

R2/R2 (H«0) with field is indeed consistent with the present work, where
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in Fig.4 a is observed to deviate from a quadratic dependence on N for

essentially the same high values of a. Further corroboration of spectral

diffusion taking place is found in comparing the data for 700 ppm and

2500 ppm for the highest o attained (~ 10 ), which differ in width by a

factor somewhere between 1.2 and 1.5. At comparable o, this number is

some measure for both the diffusive step 5 and the spectral width Av, which

indeed are increased by some tens of percent going from 700 to 2500 ppm.

(c) The larger the spectral diffusion, the higher the levelling off of the

magnetic field dependence becomes. This feature of Fig.6 essentially

confirms Fig.5, indicating that spectral diffusion becomes less effective

upon full separation of the phonon packets.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that in a ruby crystal under the condition

of a 'sail excitation region, the removal of bottlenecked 29 cm phonons

resonant between E and 2A occurs mainly through spatial diffusion out of that

region. In 130 ppm and 700 ppm ruby, pure spatial diffusion was reflected

in a strictly quadratic dependence of the bottlenecking factor a on the

* * 17 3
metastable population N , up to N "- 3 * 10 /cm . Stationary rate

equations for a two-level scheme with phonon loss by both spatial diffusion

and anharmonic decay satisfactorily accounted for the findings, with the

* 2 14
anharmonic decay essentially non-operative up to N R ~ 10 /cm, beyond

*
the N attained in the experiments. For 700 ppm and 2500 ppm ruby, the

onset of spectral diffusion of the phonons is observed at the higher N

through a deviation from the second power. Treating spectral diffusion as

a relatively small perturbation, a good fit was obtained, yielding a

3 4
diffusive step of about 22 of the line width, i.e., about 10 - 10 inter-
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ruptions of the phonon involving a spin flip are needed for spectral

diffusion over a distance of the order of the width of the line.

The intensity of the bottlenecked R- line drops on applying a magnetic

field along the c axis. The width of the magnetic field dependence and its

level at high fields depends on a and the ground-state concentration. In

the pure spatially diffusive regime, the observed characteristic narrowing

is attributed to Zeeman-induced spectral diffusion; at higher N , spectral

diffusion from inhomogeneous packet to packet causes broadening. In the

absence of spectral diffusion, rate equations considerations again result

in a reasonable fit to the data, at least for a Gaussian-type lineshape,

if it be assumed, quite surprisingly, that phonons associated with spin

flip and those with spin nonflip form distinct classes even at zero field,

when the energies are still degenerate. As already said, polarization and

direction of travel could be labels forphonons in ruby having anisotropic

spin-phonon interaction. It is further noteworthy in this connection that

the ratio of spin-flip and spin-nonflip decays of 2A (~ 1/15) is close to the

ratio of the decay of 2A against emission of transverse and longitudinal

phonons (JT./T. * 1/11, as deduced from Ref.12 in Sec.II). This nay be

accidental, and clearly a definitive experiment on this point is in order.

Direct information on phonon couplings might be obtained by use of heat

pulse techniques and optical detection of a ballistic phonon pulse in a

magnetic field.

As pointed out, the range over which spatial diffusion is dominant,

depends both on the characteristic size of the excitation region and the

anharmonic decay time of the phonons. The measurements, reported upon

earlier,2 using a slightly larger excitation region of say 0.3 an, show

a close to linear dependence of o on N . We have repeated these experiments

with a 0.8 ran diameter laser beam as pump source, and corresponding lower
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(1.2+0.1)
bottlenecking factors (o - 5-200). The observed dependence R2/R(

 a R(

confirms the results of Ref.2. Supposedly, for excitation zones

substantially larger than O.t mm in diameter, inelastic decay becomes a

limiting mechanism for the removal of resonant phonons. In fact, anharmonic

* 2
decay gains weight relative to diffusion with N R . Although Heltzer and

Rives3 found indications for phonon decay by diffusion, similarly in their

experiments the conditions for pure spatial diffusion were not met. It

seems of interest to carry out time-resolved measurements of the 2A relax-

ation under the conditions of a very small excitation region and high pump

powers in order to see the transition from first- (N « pAv) to second-

power (N 55> pAv) dependence. It is finally noted that our problem has

similarities with spatial diffusion of trapped photons resonantly absorbed

in a.gas, as was pointed out previously.26 The latter problem was considered

in substantial detail half a century ago by Milne.27 His concepts did

however,not find confirmation in photon trapping because of the inherent

spectral diffusion,28 but do so by their analogy with the present case of

resonant phonon trapping.
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CHAPTER IV

OPTICAL DETECTION AND PHONON BOTTLENECK OF THE DIRECT

DECAY WITHIN THE I(2E) STATE OF RUBY

ABSTRACT

=•,2,.Direct relaxation within the optically excited E( E) level of 700 ppm

ruby is investigated in magnetic fields up to 65 kG making an angle to the

c axis. At low pump intensities, the experimental relaxation rates are found

to be in excellent agreement with the theory by Blume et al., predicting a

3 2
fifth-power dependence on field and a cos 8sin 9 dependence on orientation.

—19 —5 —1
The observed proportionality constant of 4.7 * 10 /G s is close to the

theoretical estimate on basis of static experiments in ruby. With increasing

optical pumping, the phonon-bath conduction is demonstrated to become the

limiting procecs due to resonant trapping of the phonons. Following pulsed

excitation, a prolonging of the decay time by a factor up to 13 is attained

) „
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at excited-state concentrations N* ~ 2 x I01 /cm . In stationary experiments,

a non-linear increase with N is observed of the equilibrium population of

the upper Zeestan level of E~ to over a decade above the non-bottlenecked

value, corresponding to bottlenecking factors of over ~ 200. Rate equations

assuring a constant phonon lifetime of the order of the flight time through the

illuminated region,appear to consistently account for the experimental results.

A Gaussian-type resonance line fully homogenized.supposedly by magnetic

interactions with the surrounding Al nuclei and Cr ions.can explain the

lattice-bath equilibration. Finally, the prospect is discussed of using the

E direct transition in ruby as a tunable phonon generator and detector with

bandwidth 0.002 cm"1 in the practical frequency range of 2-15 cm .

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years,a series of experiments has led to a renewed

interest in the ruby system, in particular with regard to non-equilibrium

distributions of 29 cm phonons.resonant between the optically excited

Kramers doublets E(2E) and 2A(2E) of Cr3+,at temperatures where thermali2a-

tion is absent. Such a bottlenecking of phonons is reflected in the popula-

tions of these levels, which in turn can be sensitively monitored by the

intensities of the various components of the Rj and R2 fluorescent decays.

Besides the detection sensitivity, the ruby system offers versitality in

varying the physical conditions that affect the bottlenecking, such as the

concentration of resonant centers and the physical size of the region in

which they are contained. After initial evidence of bottlenecking of 29 cm

phonons by Gcschwind ctal.,1 Renk et al.2 observed resonant absorption and

imprisonment of these phonons, produced by short heat pulses, through the

development of the R» fluorescence when the phonons pass the optically
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excited region. Experiments in the stationary case3 revealed a non-linear

behavior of the intensity of the R2 fluorescent line as a function of the

R. intensity, which is due to multiple interruption of optically generated

-129 cm phonons. In addition, the dependence of the bottlenecked R,, intensity

on magnetic field provided a new technique to probe the spsctral width of the

bottlenecked phonons, and to investigate spectral diffusion of them. Meltzer

and Rives studied the temporal decay of optically generated 29 cm phonons

following a short light pulse, to find it slowed down upon increasing the

concentration of Cr excited, with the phonon lifetime limited by anharmonic

decay and spatial propagation.1* Subsequently, conclusive evidence for

spatial diffusion was found in a third-power dependence of the R2 on Rj

intensities in case the excitation zone is reduced in size.5 Recently, there

has also been extensive theoretical work6 on energy transfer in inhomogeneotts-

ly broadened systems, with attention to ruby. The important interaction here

3+is the exchange between the Cr ions. More specifically, the transfer at

low temperatures is believed to be governed by exchange processes involving
2

a resonant phonon transition within E. It is finally worth mentioning,

although only remotely related to the present study, that the ruby system

has been utilized to demonstrate the occurrence of Anderson localization.7

In this paper it is first shown that in a magnetic field at an angle

to the c axis and at low temperatures the direct process between the Zeeman

components of the E state may become several.orders of magnitude faster

than the Orbach relaxation within E~ via 2A as well as the radiative decay

to the ground state. The observed magnetic field dependence and the angular

dependence is in fact found to be in excellent agreement with earlier

theoretical predictions by Blume et al.8 Additionally, it is demonstrated

that the phonon system resonant with the direct transition within S" can be

driven to bottlenecked conditions, both under continuous and pulsed optical
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pumping. The combination of sensitivity through optical detection, the

narrowness of the transition, the flexibility of tuning, and the feasibility

of bottlcnecking offer unique perspectives for utilizing ruby as a highly

Monochromatic generator and highly energy-selective detector of phonons in

a possibly practical range of 2-15 cm-I

II. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION OF THE E STATE

The spin-lattice relaxation between the Zeeman components of the

¥ state of ruby is governed by a number of processes. In this section, a

number of £ priori considerations are given,in view of earlier theoretical

and experimental work on this system.

A. Direct Relaxation within the E State

In particular during the sixties much experimental and theoretical

work has been done on the direct spin-lattice relaxation of paramagnetic

ions in the ground state.9 The occurrence of the phonon-bottleneck effect

was one of the major points of interest, but,on the other hand,it raised

complications in testing the theoretical predictions with respect to

experiment. Though the predicted linear temperature dependence of the direct

spin-lattice relaxation found wide experimental verification, only very

few experimental data on the magnetic field dependence both in magnitude

and angle, were obtained, 9"12 clearly due to the fact that the

resonance character of the experimental methods (EPR) did not allow to vary

the field easily. Indeed the theoretical predictions have been confirmed

by the observed dependences, but not in a single system. Further a

quantitative comparison including the prefactor could not be achieved

since the constants appearing in the equations are in general hard to estimate.
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As noted already by Kiel in 1961,I3 the theory of the direct spin-

lattice relaxation can equally well be applied to excited states. More

specifically, Blume et al.8 calculated the spin-lattice relaxation rates

2
of various processes within the E manifold of ruby. The relaxation rates

of the spin-flip and the spin-nonflip transitions from 2A -• E were computed,

using the static strain data on the R fluorescent lines. Their results

turned out to differ by less than a factor of four from the observed

spontaneous decay times,1'114 which are about 15 and I ns, respectively.

In addition, they considered the direct process within the E state, which

they pointed out to be quite different from the 2A •+ E decay processes, as

an electric potential cannot couple the states of a Kramers doublet, unless

a magnetic field admixes other Kramers doublets. Their point is that only

in case an applied magnetic field has a component perpendicular to the

c axis, the direct process can compete with the radiative decay of the If

state (T R «3.7 ms) under feasible experimental conditions. The result of

Blume et al. for the direct relaxation time T,. within the E state of ruby is
id

[Eq.(33) in their paper]

l/l|d * H
5 cos36sin29coth(6/2kT), (D

where H is the magnetic field, 6 the angle of the field to the c axis, and

6 the Zeeaan splitting of the E state. The proportionality factor is computed,

—19
by substituting the appropriate values for the ruby system,to be 2.7 10

G~ s~ , yielding a direct relaxation time of T. . - 1.25 as at I K in case

a magnetic field of 26 kG is applied at 45 ° to the c axis.

The optically excited E state in ruby will appear to be an ideal systea

to experimentally verify the theoretical predictions on the direct relaxation

time. The crux is that both the establishment of non-Boltzaann equilibrium

.„/•
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and the monitoring of the relaxing populations is done by optical methods

rather than in a fixed-field EPR experiment. Another advantage of optical

detection is that one observes the decay of the integrated population,

thereby eliminating effects of diffusion from one inhomogeneous packet to

another. A third advantage of ruby is that the relevant parameters in the

prefactor of Eq.(1) are quite well known. Unfortunately, there are a few

complications originating from the occurrence of Orbach relaxation within

the E~ state with 2A as intermediary and phonon bottlenecking. These

can,however,be reduced by a suitable choice of the experimental conditions,

and their remaining effects can be accounted for to extract pure E direct

relaxation rates.

B. Orbach Relaxation and Bottlenecking of 29 cm Phonons

The Orbach relaxation within the E level via 2A, induced by the thermal

phonons, has been studied in detail by Geschwind et al.1 in the range 2.8 to

4.2 K. Because of the exp(-A/kT) dependence with A « 29 cm , the Orbach

relaxation time extrapolated to 2 K, below which our experiments were done,

is already three orders of magnitude larger than the radiative decay. How-

ever, Geschwind et al. observed a speed-up of the relaxation at 1.5 K with

increasing pump light intensity, which was ascribed to non-equilibrium

resonant 29 cm phonons generated in the fast non-radiative decay 2A •+ E of

the optical pumping cycle. By now many experiments have proved a strong

bottlenecking of these phonons at high excited state concentrations.2»3>1*

Depending on the degree of bottlenecking and the dominant phonon decay, the

Multiple absorption and emission of optically generated non-equilibrium

phonons result in a redistribution of the optical feeding into 2A over the

Zcasum components of J5 (see Sec. Ill B). The effective time constant of

this redistribution process, as it is closely related to the optical pumping
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rate, is of the order of T . Consequently, experiments using cw optical
K

excitation and microwave saturation of the E state prior to measuring

the decay to thermal equilibrium, could be hindered by these effects.

On the other hand, with a pulsed light source, as we have used, a

non-equilibrium population distribution over the E levels is established

by selectively excitation due to spin memory via the broad bands T. and

T 15,16 since after the pulse the phonons generated in the 2A •* E

transition return to thermal equilibrium on a time scale small compared to

that of the direct process, the decay of the R. components following

excitation is, apart from the radiative decay to the ground state, solely

determined by the direct decay process within E.

C. Bottlenecking of Resonant Phonons

Due to the resonance character of the direct process, in many cases

bottlenecking of the phonons on speaking terms with the transition has been

observed. In fact, it appeared to be difficult to measure the direct

decay unaffected by bottlenecking. At this point,we examine the phonon

reabsorption processes within the E state of ruby in order to see what low

excited state concentrations are required to minimize phonon bottlenecking of

the direct process.

Since only ~ 4% of our ruby sample is illuminated and therefore active

as a phonon crap, bottlenecking occurs because of resonant trapping of the

phonons rather than boundary scattering. To estimate the excited state

concentration at which phonon bottlenecking comes in, we compute the mean

free path of the phonons against absorption by a Cr ion in the lower

Zeeman state of E and compare this distance to the dimensions of the

illuminated region. At a magnetic field of 50 kG at 45° to the c axis

corresponding to a Zeeman splitting of 4 cm , we expect,according to Blume,8

a i i ^
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a direct relaxation time of T.. * 50 ys. The spectral width of the phonons

on speaking terms can be estimated from the width of the excited state EFR

spectrum observed by Geschwind,1 Av * 60 MHz. Assuming coupling predominantly

to the transverse branches, putting the sound velocity at v » 6 * 10 ctn/s,

and taking the density of phonon modes to be P • 2 * 10 /Hz cm , we obtain

a mean free path1' A » VPAVT.,/N ~ 400 u for an excited state concentration

as low as N* ~ 10l7/cm3.

Therefore, the direct relaxation process is anticipated to be heavily

slowed down due to phonon bottlenecking at the highest pumping for which

* 18 3
we may easily attain N » 10 /cm in a 700 pptn sample. The occurrence of

_j 3 . 2
bottleneck,of course,goes with A , or through P and T , with ~ H cosBsm 6.

In order to verify Blume's results obtained for the direct process in ruby

properly, very low pumping levels should be used, and corrections for the

residual bottlenecking have to be carried out.

III. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS

As pointed out in the previous Sec, the relaxation within the E

state is dominated by direct spin-lattice relaxation according to Eq.(l),

provided the temperature is sufficiently low to suppress the Orbach relax-

ation via 2A. The relaxation must,however,be sufficiently fast not to be

masked by t_ ~ 4 ms, which requires fields of over say 30 kG at 6 ~ 40°.

Further, the excitation has to be reduced as much as possible to minimize

bottleneck, while pulsed optical pumping is advantageous to eliminate

spurious relaxation induced by bottlenecked 29 cm phonons.

We first present the experimental results on the field and angular

dependence of the spontaneous direct relaxation of the upper Zeeman level

of E. Subsequently, we will consider both pulsed and continuous experiments
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at high pump levels carried out to demonstrate strong imprisonment of the

phonons resonant within E, generated in the -course of the non-radiative

decay of the optical pumping cycle.

The experimental arrangement consists of a 3 Watt argon laser as a

pumping source, the outcoming beam of which could be modulated by means of

an acousto-optical crystal with a suppression of ~ 3000 and a risetime of

~ 200 ns. The ruby crystal, containing 700 ppm Cr, is immersed in pumped

liquid He held at a temperature of 1.5 K. Magnetic fields up to 65 kG

are generated in a superconducting split-coil system. A double monochromator

selects a particular component of the Rj fluorescence emanating at right

angles to the laser beam from the ruby crystal. A pho'tomultiplier followed

by conventional photon counting electronics records the time development

of the emitted light. A multichannel analyzer allowed time averaging of

typically 50 000 passes through the decay, at a repetition rate several

times slower than xn .K

A. Direct Relaxation within E in the Limit of no Bottleneck

(i) Decay of fluorescence and temperature of the sample. The initial

ratio of the populations of the upper and lower Zeeman levels of E, E + and

E_, respectively, after application of a light pulse short compared to the

time constants involved, T., and Tn, is equal to the ratio of optical feeding
I <1 K

constants into Ef+ and ¥_, or N+/N_ - <t>+/<|>_. The relative feeding rates

into E, i)>+, are known to be determined by the spin memory in the optical

pumping cycle.15 In case of high magnetic fields and low temperatures the

population of the A,, ground state is essentially in the lowest level, and the

ratio $ /<(> " 0.2 according to a recent publication.16 Therefore, immediately

after the pulse the fluorescence emanating from E"+ is already weaker than

from E_, but still substantially above Boltzmann distribution. It is
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Fig.1 The decay of the upper Zeeman level of the E state in 700 ppa ruby

at 1.5 K. The Magnetic field is A3.3 kG at 64.5° to the c axis.

The fast decay is due to the direct process within E, while the slow

one is the radiative decay of the total E systea in internal Boltzaann

equilibrium. The inset shows the equilibrium population ratio with-

in E, deduced from extrapolating the slow part of the observed decay

to t - 0, as explained in text, ve. the angle between a magnetic

field of A3.3 kG and the c axis. The full curve represents the

corresponding inverse Boltzaumn factor for 1.5 K.
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nevertheless easily distinguished since its time evaluation contains the

decay of the direct process, which,under the experimental conditions.is

faster than T_. A typical decay of the 1. fluorescence is shown in Fig.l.

Here, balancing the conflicting conditions of low excited state concentra-

tions to suppress bottlenecking and of high pumping to obtain a satisfactory

signal to noise ratio within a reasonable time, we applied light pulses of

~ 90 ys at maximum laser power, corresponding to exciting roughly 0.1Z of

the Cr ions. Apart from the fast direct decay, an additional slow

component shows up, which clearly does not find its origin in the background

of the strong neighboring lines emanating from E_, but rather represents

the radiative decay of the total Z population, after having reached internal

Boltzmann equilibrium via the direct process. From simple rate equation

considerations follows that the decay of the ¥ + population is according

t o "

N+ • a exp[-t(l/T,d b exp(-t/tR). (2)

The ratio a/b is related to the relative optical feeding rates into E and

the inverse Boltzmann factor corresponding to the Zeeman splitting 6 of E

through

(e6/kT + 1) - 1. (3)

For the data in a magnetic field of 43.3 kG, the inverse Boltzmann factor

exp(6/kT) thus obtained from experiment is plotted in the inset of Fig.l

as a function of the angle 9 of the field to the c axis. Here, corrections

have been applied for direct decay within E taking place during the 90 ys

pumping period. An interesting point is that these results allow the in situ
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determination of the temperature of the specimen just following excitation

by adjusting the temperature in the Boltzmann factor. The full curve in

the inset of Fig.l represents exp(6/kT) as a function of 6 for T « 1.5 K,

with 6(6) computed from g., - 2.445,1 and g * 0.18 In the following we will

adopt the fitted value of 1.5 K as the internal temperature of the crystal.

(ii) Magnetic field dependenae and angular dependence of the direct

.., within theprocess. The results for the direct relaxation rate,

¥( E) state vs. magnetic field at a polar angle of 11.5° and 1.5 K are

presented in Fig.2. Again, 90 us excitation was used. A small angle was

chosen to further reduce the bottlenecking correction, which scales with

cosSsin 9 for a Debye density of phonon modes and a constant phonon life-

time. Despite the reduction of pumping light and polar angle, some correction

appeared to be necessary to eliminate residual slowing down by bottlenecking,

amounting to up to 57, at the highest fields. Details on this correction are

deferred to the more pertinent Sec.Ill B. In the analysis of the decays the

fast part, i.e. the a-component in Eq.(2), was corrected for T_ to extract
K

the TJd's in Fig.2. At a field of 14 kG a decay time of 4.35 ms was observed,

which may be identified to T_ of the E, level, since at that low field the

K +
direct decay is slower by two orders of magnitude. At 1.5 K with increasing
field, however, T R gradually diminishes to its untrapped value of 3.7 as,

1

4
since at high fields the terminal level of the decay to A, becomes depopulated.

In this connection, it is noticed that the effect of T_ parallel to T,.
K la

quickly looses importance with field. The results on the variation of the

relaxation rate of the E+ level with the angle of the magnetic field are

collected in Fig.3 for 43.3 kG and 1.5 K. Again,the measurements have been

corrected for the presence of weak bottlenecking (bottlenecking factors a

up to 0.4 around 6 » 60°), which, because of the non-exponential character

of the decay,owing to temporal variation of c, is the main source of the
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Fig.3 The angular dependence of the direct relaxation within E, corrected

for radiative decay and residual bottlenecking at 43.3 kG and 1.5 K.

The fu l l curve, a f i t of Eq.( l ) to the data, i s according to

cos3esin29coth(6/2kT), with coth(5/2kT) * I below 0 - 70°

vertical error bars in Fig.3. Since the splitting of the A. ground state,

and thus i t s population distribution, does not substantially change with

the angle, the minor correction due to radiative decay, to be subtracted

from the observed rates, could very well be taken independent of 6(TR » 3.9 ms).

The error in 6 is finally estimated to be 1.5°.
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We now compare the data on the relaxation within E to the predicted

behavior of the direct process considered by Bluae et al. The full drawn

curves in Figs.2 and 3 are fits of Eq.(l) to the data for 1.5 K, yielding

— 19 5a proportionality factor of 4.7 * 10 /G s, within a factor of two equal

to the value calculated in Ref.8. It should be emphasized that,in contrast

to previous experiments on direct relaxation, we are in a regime where

6 > kT, i.e., the thermal phonon occupations are much smaller than unity

and the decays are virtually spontaneous. In Fig.2, above say 35 kG

coth(6/2kT) deviates from unity by less than 32, so that T , essentially

varies with the fifth power of the field; in the low field region there is

a slight deviation from H , increasing to I8Z at 22 kG. In Fig.3, tempera-

ture plays a role only at the larger 6, amounting to coth(6/2kT) « 1.4

at 70°. In view of the excellent accord between experiments and Eq.(l) with

respect to the functional dependences on H and 6, while,in addition,the

prefactor agrees within the uncertainties of the parameters involved, the

results of Figs.2 and 3 unambiguously demonstrate that the direct process

considered by Blume et al. indeed is the dominant decay process within E.

We note, however, that Eq.(l) appears to slightly underestimate the data

at low angles (6 < 15°) in Fig.3. We suggest that this speedup of the

observed rate is indicative of a direct process originating from configura-

tional mixing as treated by Kiel,12 which is operative in the presence of

a magnetic field component parallel to the c axis. Taking into account the

correction to Kiel's formulas suggested in Ref.8, we find a rough estimate

of ~ 250 sec" for the direct rate at a magnetic field of 43.3 kG along

the c axis, which is of the order of magnitude to explain the deviation.
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B. Bottlenecking of the Direct Process

As discussed in Sec.II Cbottlenecking of phonons generated in the

optical pumping cycle in the transition E + -* E_ is anticipated at high

3+ —

concentrations of Cr ions in the excited E_ state. In this section we

will consider Measurements on the relaxation within the Kramers doublet

t at high optical pump levels. Pulsed experiments will reveal a slowing

down of the direct relaxation by over an order of magnitude upon increasing

N_ demonstrating unambiguously the bottlenecking of the energy transport

to the bath by the phonons on speaking terms with the transition. The

analysis of the data is based on rate equations governing ion and phonon

occupations. In passing, the corrections on the data points presented in

Fig.2 and Fig.3, will be clarified. Finally, in steady-state experiments

at high excitation the population of the ¥ + level is observed to increase

by at least an order of magnitude above Boltzmann equilibrium.

(i) Direct decay rate under bottleneaking conditions. In Fig.4

measurements at 1.5 K on the direct relaxation rate as a function of the
*

excited state concentration N are presented. The pulse length of the

•cousti.-optical modulator is adjusted at 3.2 as, in order to integrate N

over a time lapse of the order of the radiative lifetime prior to observation

of the decays. The intensity is varied by inserting calibrated neutral

density filters into the pulsed beam. In order to couple the phonons

t0 the Cr ions in the E state as strongly as permitted by the apparatus, the

magnetic field was set to 56.5 kG, close to quenching of the superconducting

magnet at high optical pumping, at an angle of 40°. Under these conditions,

N+ appeared to be less than \Z of N_, due to the small Boltzmann factor

(S/kT * 5), and therefore all of the population of the netastable state

2E is in the E_ state, or N * N_. A linear increase of the bottlenecked

direct relaxation time T.. is found up to a factor of ~ 14 on increasing
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10" 2x10
EXCITED-STATE POPULATION N'fcnrT3)

,17

Fig.4 The direct relaxation time of the E + level vs. the excited state

population N in a magnetic field of 56.5 kG at 6 » 40 to the

c axis. The slowing down up to a factor of 13 is due to Multiple
*

interruptions of the resonant phonons. N is estimated froa the

bottlenecked ratio R2
/'R1'
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the metastable population density N . In view of the observed dependence

a linear loss mechanism of the phonons seems to be active. In order to

estimate the phonon lifetime we set up a simple description of the phonon

bottleneck in the spirit of Brya et al.,11 and apply this to the ruby case.

The rate equations describing the time development of the populations

of the two Kramer states E+ and E_ connected to one another through the

direct process,can be written, after switching off the optical pumping,

dN_/dt

/dt - -<

- N_/T R_,

- N+/xR+,

(3a)

(3b)

(s)-I 5 3 ^
where T.^ <* H cos flsin 9 is the spontaneous direct relaxation time from

I", to IS , T_. and Tn are the radiative lifetimes of the Zeeman levels of

¥, which are not necessarily equal to each other due to reabsorption

processes of the fluorescence, and,finally.p is the occupation number of

the phonons on speaking terms with the transition. The multiple inter-

ruption of these phonons due to the trapping by the Cr ions, can be

formulated in the form of the rate equation

pAvdp/dt - pAv(p - P 0)/T, (A)

in which, for simplicity, we assume a square phonon packet of width dv, on

•peaking terms with the transition,p is the density of phonon modes per

frequency interval at the resonance frequency, p. is the thermal phonon

occupation number,and T is the phonon lifetime. In general these equations

have no analytical solution, but,since we are interested only in the decay

on the time scale Tjj.the phonon system, which adjusts itself on the much
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faster ti«e scale T, may be considered in equilibrium during the direct

relaxation process, or dp/dt • 0. Then we have from Eq.(4)

PAVP(J/T

+ pAv/t

with AN - N_ - N+; substituting this into Eq.(3), we have

dN+/dt —

where we have introduced the bottlenecking parameter

(5)

(6)

o • TAN/pAvT
Id

(7)

***while N* - N+ + N_. According to Ref.19.the time interval pAvT***/AN is

equal to the average time a phonon spends between the emission and the

reabsorption by Cr ions in the excited E state, and therefore a represents

the number of interruptions the phonon suffers within its lifetime T. Of

course, a will vary with AN during the decay process within IS, and as a

result the decay is not strictly exponential under bottlenecking conditions.

In the present experiments, however, N_ 5S> N+, or AN * N . Therefore, on

the time scale T.. « T_, a is essentially constant, and the decay is

uni-«xponential with a characteristic time

(8)

in parallel to T_. Returning to Fig.4, we see that Eq.(8) indeed

represents th* observed linear increase of the data up to an observed

a * 13. Fitting Eq.(3) to the data, we find T.. « 20 + 2 vs, which.because
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coth(6/2kT) * l,essentially equals the spontaneous decay time T jj|' at

H • 56.5 kG and 6 • 40°. We now can estimate T by substituting the

appropriate parameters in Eq.(8). Assuming the coupling to the transverse

mode dominant, we take the number of phonon modes on speaking terms equal

14 3
to the transverse value pAv * 1.75 10 /cm ,with the spectral width of the

phonons equal to the halfwidth of the EPR measured by Geschwind et al.1 The

metastable population density N can be estimated from the observed value of

the ratio of the fluorescent R« and R. intensities upon stationary pumping,

by use of Fig.1 in a previous paper,3 yielding a maximum excited state

population density N ~ 2 * 10 /era in Fig.5. The maximum value of a

reached in the experiments of Fig.5 is 13, and substituting the above

(estimates in Eq.(7),we finally obtain a phonon lifetime T ~ 0.2 (is. A life-

time of 0.2 MS for the 5 cm phonons resonant within E cannot originate

frost anharmonic decay, as has been proposed for 29 cm phonons in ruby,2*1*

since at low temperatures the anharmonic lifetime scales with l/v ,20 and would

be of the order of milliseconds. Instead, in view of the fact that the path

travelled by the phonons in 0.2 ps (about I mm) is of the order of the

characteristic dimension L of the illuminated region ( a cylinder with

diameter of about 0.3 mm and length of A ran), we suggest T to originate from

ballistic phonon transport to the edge of the excited region. If we put

T - L/v in Eq.(7 and 8), we obtain exactly the same result as Giordmaine19

for marginal trapping [see Eq.(5) in his paper]. However, in the present

experiments a reaches values of about 13, so that the condition of marginal

trapping is not fulfilled. Since for a » I the mean free path of the phones

is shorter than L, a random walk of the phonons to the border of the illuminated

region occurs in absence of other phonon loss mechanisms,5 in which case

a quadratic dependence on the excited state concentration should be

observed [see Eq.(A') in Ref.19]. This is not observed in the experiments.

«**'
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However, if we consider a more realistic shape of the spectral line than

a square packet, the phonons resonant in the wings of the line have a mean

free path of the order of at least the dimensions of the excited region.

If, in addition, a fast spectral redistribution process exists within

this resonrare line, the phonons in the core of the resonance line will

have act :. -.-..e in the more transparent wings,19 which in turn will

transpcrt the energy to the non-excited region of the crystal. For the

present case of an essentially Gaussian resonance line,1 the result for T\ ,

in case of severe trapping, Eq.(7') in Ref.19, is identical to our Eq.(8),

apart from a weakly varying logarithmic factor. The conclusion is that

bottlenecking of the direct process in 700 ppm ruby is accompanied by fast

spectral redistribution process operative within the resonance line. As

to the mechanisms for spectral redistribution, in a two-level system any

change in phonon frequency must occur when the system is in the upper level

during the imprisonment time T.. of the phonon. As the main origin of the

3+ —
broadening of the Cr EFR in E seems to be inhomogeneous superhyperfine

interaction with the surrounding Al nuclear spins,21 spin-spin relaxation

of the Al nuclei, which is fast relative to T.,, is the most likely source

for redistribution. Additional redistribution could be provided by

dipolar broadening among the excited Cr and those in the A, state.

Finally, we return to the corrections for bottlenecking to arrive at

Figs.2 and 3 presented in Sec.Ill A. The weak-bottleneck data were obtained

*
at essentially the same N . They were tied to Fig.A by use of Eqs.(l) and

3 2
(8), where a was adopted to be proportional to H cosesin 8, in accordance

with a Debye density of modes and a frequency-independent phonon lifetime.

The resulting a for H » 56.5 kG and 9 « 40° (* 0.4) was subsequently

rescaled to the particular H and 6 to correct the measured times to the

unbottlenecked ones.
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(ii) The patio fl+/N_ under steady-state bottlencaking conditions. In

view of the prolonging of the direct relaxation time within E already at

excited-state populations of the order of *- 10 /cm due to bottlenecking

of the phonons generated in the decay E + -»• E_, it is anticipated that under

the conditions of severe continuous pumping the ratio N+/N_, or the fraction

N+/N , will deviate from its low pump value. The situation is very similar to

the 2A •+ E transition, where bottleneckingof optically generated

29 cm phonons has been found to dramatically affect the R?/Ri fluorescent

intensity ratio.3«5 The fraction N+/N under continuous optical pumping

with a focussed laser beam is presented in Fig.5 as a function of the total

*
excited-state population N , otherwise under the conditions of Fig.4, i.e.,

a temperature of 1.5 K and a magnetic field of 56.5 kG at 40° to the c axis

(6 = 5.3 cm ). Again, the intensity of the pumping light is varied by means

of a set of neutral density filters. At low concentrations a constant N+/N

is found, while upoh raising N an increase of the fraction by an order of

magnitude is observed. \Because of the different matrix elements and re-

absorptions of the various-R. Zeeman components, the data are normalized to

the non-bottlenecked ratio.

In order to demonstrate the consistency of these measurements with the

time-resolved experiments of Fig.4, we apply Eq.(6) to the case of

stationary optical pumping. Accordingly, we set the optical feeding rate

*

into the E + level, <(i+N , equal to the time derivative of N+ and solve the

resultant equation, yielding for the fractional population of the upper

Zeeman component of E

N+/N (9)
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10 100
BOTTLENECKING FACTOR a

Fig.5 The fractional population N+/N of E +, normalized to absence of

bottleneck, vs. the bottlenecking factor o, adjusted according to

Eq.(9). The full curve corresponds to $ /<>_ • 0.2, yielding

N+/N = 0.0I at very low n; the dashed curve accounts for redistribu-

tion of the fe.-ding by 29 cm phonons, as expressed in an effective

$J$ = 0.67.

Note that N+/N ** N+/N_. At low excited-state populations, i.e., for o < 1,

we have for the fraction a constant value of (PQ+*+TJJ )/(l+2p0T^ /T ),

determined by thermal background and optical feeding,but at 1.5 K primarily

by the former. Towards higher values of o, N+/N increases, until at the

highest bottlenecking a new constant level equal to 4>+TR+ is reached,

corresponding to the situation of a bottlenecked direct decay within ? that

can no longer compete with the radiative decay.
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To compare Eq.(9) to the data points of Fig.5, we first substitute the

_2
Bose factor VQ " 1.0 x 10 at 1.5 K, given S. For the ratio of the feeding

constants we adopt <(>+/<t>_ - 0.2 according to Ref.16, which, noting that R.

mainly departs from ¥ , corresponds to $ = 0.2/1.2 T_ , or with T_ = 6.7 ms,
— + K~ R—

-I (s)

• + • 25 s . Finally, Tv ** 20 MS under the present conditions. From

Eq.(9) we thus obtain N+/N vs. o where.according to Eq.(7),o is proportional

to N . The result is represented in Fig.5 as the full line, after horizontal

adjustment to the low-bottleneck regime (o < 2 0 ) . The horizontal calibration

thus obtained has,of course,to comply with rough estimates for N from R2^
Rt

* 18 3
as well as R.. We then estimate a maximum attainable N ~ 5 « 10 /cm in

700 ppm, corresponding to a ~ 300, larger than in the time-resolved experiment

mainly because the acousto-optical modulator could be left out. In comparing

*
the full curve to the data, we see that the variation of N+/N with pump

intensity is indeed generally consistent with the idea of bottlenecking of

optically generated 5 cm phonons, despite the fact that,at bottlenecking

substantially beyond that in Fig.4 (o > 5 0 ) , the increase of N+/N is clearly

underestimated.

Two explanations for the deviation at high a are considered here. First,

a good fit to the shape of the data is obtained assuming a Bose factor of

2 x 10 , corresponding to a sample temperature of 1.2 K. However, since

the experiments are carried out under more or less the same conditions as

the time-resolved ones,a sample temperature around 1.5 K seems realistic.

Secondly, we have to consider here the effects of Orbach-type processes

connecting the two Kramers levels of E via the 2A state 29 cm above. In

effect, as discussed in Sec.II B, these optically induced Orbach processes

redistribute the optical feeding into the 2A level over the two Zeeman

levels of E, i.e., the ratio <t>+/<|>_ is changed as compared to the non-

bottlenecked value of Ref.16. The following qualitative experiment was
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carried out to support this. The intensities of the bottlenecked R- Zeeman

lines,emanating from 2A,are monitored in a magnetic field at 40 to the c

axis. It is then found, that starting from zero field the R2 intensities

drop by orders of magnitude, until at 56 kG the lines are hardly discernable.

Explaining this, we note that at low fields the direct ¥ relaxation is masked

by radiative decay, and therefore N+ — N_. Accordingly, the phonons on

speaking terms with the transitions E+ ** 2A+ are about equally trapped as

those resonant with E ** 2A+.
5 In contrast, at 56 kG,N+ is smaller than N_

by at least an order of magnitude, and the phonons associated with E+

experience the lattice as more transparant. As a result the part of the

optical feeding of E via 2A, being 1/2.6 of the direct feeding into E,1"4

will eventually terminate in E+. If we assume the ratio of the direct

feeding constants into E.due to the spin memory alone to be 0.2, we have

for the present situation an effective cj> /<(> of 0.7 yielding <f> * 60 s

The dashed curve in Fig.5 is computed by use of Eq. (9) at 1.5 K and adopting

this value for <j> , i.e., the dashed curve corresponds to a maximum two-

2
phonon redistribution within E. A good fit to data is obtained, demonstrating

consistency between the time-resolved and continuous experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The direct relaxation within the E~ state of ruby has been investigated.

Excellent agreement has been found between the experimental results at low

optical pump levels and theoretical predictions by Blume et al., with

special emphasis on the fifth-power dependence on the magnetic field and

3 . 2
the cos 6sin 6 dependence on the oriental ion. Also the prefactor calculated

by Blume et al. from static data turned out to be near experiment. Thus,

the ruby system provided an exceptionally sensitive verification of direct
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spin-lattice relaxation theory.

Secondly, quite similar to earlier experiments on 29 cm phonons

resonant between E and 2A, bottlenecking of the direct process produced by

increased optical pumping was detected both in pulsed experiments through

the slowing down of the direct decay and in stationary experiments by monitoring

the nonlinear behavior of the E+ population. A consistent description for

these observations could be arrived at assuming a constant phonon lifetime

of the order of the transit time through the illuminated region. To explain

such a linear phonon loss mechanism up to the observed bottlenecking factors

of ~ 200, fast spectral redistribution is suggested to take place, producing

spectral contact between the phonons in the core of the resonance line and

those in the wings. Due to the non-resonance character ,these experiments on

phonon trapping may easily be extended to a wider range of resonance frequencies

as well as variation of the opacity and the dimensions of the trapping region.

We finally consider the capabilities that the direct process within E

has in acting as a tunable narrow-bandwidth phonon detector and generator.

Acting as a detector, the system should have a high concentration of Cr in

E_, as under severe pumping, making it opaque to phonons fitting E_ -*• E+.

Particular advantages of the detector are its bandwidth, which,essentially

equal to that of the transition (** 0.002 cm ), is extremely narrow

compared to other level schemes suited for phonon detection, and its

sensitivity through optical detection. The absorptive rate, scaling with T
Id

would be highest near 8 » 40 . Tuning would simply require varying the

field. The highest frequencies are in practice set by the limitation of

laboratory magnets, say 12 T, corresponding to 15 cm ; the lower limit has

to do with the efficiency, which severely drops when T. , becomes comparible
Id

-1
to T_, say at 2 cm . Another limiting factor for a detector is the mean

* 19 3
free path, which however at N - 10 /cm , easily attainable in a slightly
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more concentrated ruby than we used, is less than I mm at a splitting smaller

than I cm . Phonon generation by the E system is simply accomplished by

the non-radiative decay E+ •*• E_. The characteristics,regarding the band-

width and the tuning range,are of course similar to those of the detector.

Angles somewhat smaller than 9 * 40 are probably more favorable here to

reduce resonant absorption. In connection to phonon generation by E,

inverting under appropriate conditions the populations using tunable dye-

laser e-xcitation,would offer prospects for phonon amplification and spin-

phonon superradiance.
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CHAPTER V

'.A
'A

i

OPTICALLY INDUCED TWO-STEP PHONON PROCESSES

CONNECTING THE E(2E) STATES IN RUBY

ABSTRACT

The ratio of Zeeman populations, N_/N+, of E( E) has been measured

over more than five decades of excited state concentrations N_ in 2500 ppm

ruby at 28 kG and 1.5 K, i.e., in fields large as compared to kT and in

the absence of thermalization between E+. At low pumping, a constant value

is found (~ 11.3), corresponding to optical feeding into E~+ via T. „ and

2A( E). Upon raising the pumping, N_/N+ decreases to ~ 3.5 due to optically

induced two-step phonon transitions via 2A~ redistributing the feeding via 2A.

Rate equations account for the findings under the assumption of marginal

(ballistic regime) or severe (diffusive regime) trapping of 29 cm phonons

associated with spin nonflip. At the highest N_, N_/N+ drops from ~ 3.5 to
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unity, reflecting distut' ance of the Boltzmann equilibrium of the A2

ground state at high pumping.

During the last few years, a number of experiments have been done on

— 1 — 2 — 2
bottlenecking of 29 cm phonons resonant with the transition E( E) ** 2A( E)

3+
of metastable Cr ions in ruby. Applying time-resolved or continuous

measuring techniques,1"5 the bottlenecking can be monitored by means of the

emitted R, fluorescence, which is enhanced by resonant phonon absorption.

Especially the regime of severe trapping has been of interest to study the

decay of these 29 cm phonons, where the anharmonic decay, quite efficient

at these high frequencies,6 is one of the competing processes. The region of

low bottlenecking is only considered incidentally. As early as 1965,

Geschwind et al.7 found indications of bottlenecking of the 29 cm ' phonons.

They observed a speedup of the relaxation within the E state at ~ 1.5 K upon

increasing the excited-state population maintained by continuous optical

pumping. The effect, clearly not due to heating of the sample, was ascribed

to a spike of 29 cm phonons optically generated in the fast decay 2A -> E

providing a relaxation mechanism between the Zeeman levels of E through two

phonon processes via 2A. Time-resolved experiments at low excited-state

populations yield decay times of the 2A level close to the transit time of

the phonons through the excited region, while at increased optical pumping

indications were found for the onset of phonon decay limited by spatial

diffusion.3

In this chapter stationary experiments are presented to investigate

the low bottlenecking regime of 29 cm phonons in 2500 pptn ruby. The method

is observing the populations of the Zeeman levels E+ of the E state in a

magnetic field along the c axis, as expressed in the intensities of the

various components of the Rj fluorescence. The multiple reabsorption and
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I

_ 1 3+

emission of the 29 cm phonons by metastable Cr will effectively

redistribute the decay from 2A+ over IS and ¥_. The field should be chosen

such that the R. components are well separated. Further, the optical feeding

from the A™ ground state, governed by spin memory,8 should differ for E+ and

¥_, i.e., the population of A2 should be mostly in the lowest mg » -3/2

level.9 On the other hand, an upper limit to the range of usable fields is

set by direct relaxation of the type first described by Kiel,10 for which

preliminary evidence is available5 and should remain substantially

slower than the radiative decay time T_. Considering these limitations, a

field of 28 kG along the c axis was chosen. The experimental arrangement

used,is similar to that in our previous work on phonon bottlenecking in ruby.2'1*

The excited region has a typical diameter of 0.2 mm.

The results derived from the E+( E) •* A2|ms - +J > and

E_( E) •*• A2|m « -J > intensities are collected in Fig.l. At the lowest

pump powers,a more or less constant ratio of populations N_/N+ is observed

at ~ 11.3. Upon increasing the optical pumping redistribution between E

and E+ sets in until at a ratio of ~ 3.5 a shoulder is found. Independent

quasi-stationary experiments using a modulated laser and averaging techniques,11

not shown here, confirmed the reality of the shoulder. At the highest

intensities the population of E+ approaches that of E_. The data points

have been corrected for the different trapping of the fluorescent light,

emanating from E~+ and E_,during the travel from the excited region to the

border of the crystal. At a sample temperature of 1.5 K and an external field

of 28 kG parallel to the c axis, 95Z of the Ao population is in in » -3/2,

5Z in m » -1/2, while the occupancy of m * +1/2 and m « +3/2 is negligible,

so that only the fluorescence terminating in m » -3/2 and -1/2 is reabsorbed.
s

To determine the reabsorption by Cr in A
2'

m m ~i > £n situ (a few percent),

we have compared the four components of the R^ fluorescence from
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ballistic regime

diffusive

non-Boltzmann equilibrium
in groundstate

OO1 or i K> 100
POPULATION E. STATE N. (ARBITRARY UNITS)

1000

Fig.I Ratio of populations N_/N+ of the Zeenan levels of E at 1.5 K and

28 kO fe. H_. The horizontal scale used may be identified with

the opacity (,, Eq. (4), of the illuminated region for 29 cm" phonons.

The curves represent Eq.(l) with Eq.(3) and Eq.(S) for ballistic phonon

propagation and diffusive phonon propagation, respectively, inserted.

The inset shows the corresponding population ratio of the Zeeman

components of 2A ye. N_.
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2A+(
2E) to *A2/ms - ±J >.

We consider the four-level scheme E_, E , 2A and 2A • Alternatively,

these levels are denoted by I,2,3,and 4, respectively. The direct feeding

4 4from T. and T, into these levels thus is denoted by the relative rates

$l> 4>o> ̂ o> atu* • *» which are,of course,dependent on the A, population

distribution. The levels I and 2 fluorescently decay to A, with characteristic

times T__ and T R , which differ due to reabsorption;
7 radiative decay of the

levels 3 and 4, entirely negligible to their non-radiative decay to 1 and 2

is ignored. The emission and reabsorption of resonant phonons in the

transition from 2A+ to 1"+ may conveniently be expressed by effective

relaxation times T,(, T,2> T,.,and T,,, which are explicitely dependent on

the respective degrees of bottlenecking. In the absence of bottlenecking

these time constants, of course,equal the corresponding times against

spontaneous emission of a phonon. Then, for the stationary case, i.e.,

balancing the feeding and the decays, we straightforward find for the ratio of

populations of E,

N. V[V»3T32 / ( T3I*T32>
(I)

Apart from the direct feeding into E +, Eq.(l) essentially describes the way

the feeding into 2A+ is distributed over E+, given the T's. Note that the

•'s and T-'s do not depend on the pumping level, at least not as long the

A. population distribution is not disturbed.

The variation of N_/N+ with metastable population thus is essentially

accommodated in the effective relaxation times T. To determine the popula-

tion dependence of the latter we would have to solve a more elaborate system

of rate equations governing the occupations of the phonons in addition to

the four populations. However, a unifying treatment combining the major
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aspects cannot be cast in a mathematically tractable form. These aspects

are the ballistic motion of the phonons, corresponding to a constant life-

time of the phonons determined by their flights out of the illuminated region,

and the diffusive motions, where the phonons take part in the spatial and

. spectral random walks.'' Moreover, at present,sufficient independent informa-

tion on the relative feeding rates <j>. is lacking in order to determine them

separately. Therefore, we adopt two approximations, which under the experi-

mental conditions considerably simplify -.he problem but retain the essential

features. First, in view of spin memory9 in the optical pumping A, •+• E

and noting that the A, population primarily resides in \m ~ -3/2 > , the

optical feeding into 2A+ is small compared to <j>~. In addition, the ratio

of the feeding into If and the feeding into 2A is 2.6,12 or $, + 6~ = 2.6 x

((()- + * , ) • Therefore, we ignore <(>, relative to the other ijj's,thereby

reducing the situation to a three level scheme. In absence of bottlenecking

the ratio of feeding into E + and E_, i.e., the ratio of the bracketed

quantities in Eq.(l) with the spontaneous T's substituted, has been

determined experimentally in very diluted ruby to be 0.20 + 0.03 when

the Ao population is in |m = -3/2 > .9 The spontaneous ratio T,, /T,i?

is about 1/15 from combining Orbach relaxation within E via 2A 7 and

spontaneous decay of 2A at zero field.7 Then, we find if",/*! " 0.49 and

ijij/̂ j * 0.26. Secondly, the prolonging of the spin-flip relaxation time T,2

due to bottlenecking is ignored as compared to that of the spin-nonflip T_.,

or

r(s)
32 (2)

up to moderate bottlenecking of the 3 -* 1 phonons. Indeed, the slowing down

of the spin-flip transition 2A •* E is much smaller than that of the spin-
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nonflip transition 2A_ •* E_, since, as is observed in Fig.l, the majority

of the metastable population is in E_, and further,the average coupling

of the phonons to the Cr ions in a spin-flip transition is expected to

be weaker than in a spin-nonflip transition. As to the bottlenecking of

the spin-nonflip transition 2A"_ •*• E_ two cases will be considered, one

where the phonons are propagating ballistically, and one where the phonons

carry out a spatial random walk.

If the mean free path of a phonon is large compared to the characteris-

tic dimensions of the excitation region, the phonon propagates essentially

ballistically to the edge of the region, suffering only marginal trapping

during its travel. The phonon loss rate then equals the inverse transit time.

For a cylindrical region of illumination, we may L identify with the radius

of the cylinder. In case of marginal resonant phonon trapping, the effective

relaxation between two levels at a distance larger than kT has been considered

earlier.13 Applying this result to the 3 •* 1 transition, we have, in our

notation,

(3)

where p is the density of modes per frequency interval, Av is the width of

the phonon packet, taken to be rectangular, and v is the velocity of sound.

Substituting Eqs.(2) and (3) into Eq.(l) along with the $'s, we arrive at

the result for the ballistic regime shown as a full line in Fig.1. The

curve is vertically adjusted to the non-bottlenecked N_/N * 11.3, yielding

for T p _ / T o +
a n * M situ value of 2.3, which is reasonable in view of the

— 4 — 4

strong reabsorption of E_ •* A, compared to E + •*• A.. The horizontal scale

in Fig.1, proportional to N_, is expressed in units of the opacity of the

excited region for the 3 •+ 1 phonons

•j
1
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In the ballistic regime of Fig.I, however, the data are not sufficiently

accurate to calibrate the £ scale by tying the data to the weakly varying

Eq.(l). Instead, the £ scale has been fitted to N_/N+ at higher bottle-

necking, where we have already entered a regime with spatial diffusion

operative. Anyway, from Fig.l the conclusion is justified that marginal

phonon trapping can account for the first 10% of the drop of N_/N+.

In case the mean free path of the phonons becomes smaller1 than L,

phonon transport to the edge of the excited region will be limited by

diffusion. In case of severe trapping in a cylindrical excitation region,

the situation of spatial diffusion has been treated in detail earlier when

the diffusive decay competes with the position-independent anharmonic decay.1*

In the present situation, bottlenecked decay 2A_ •+ E_ slowed down by

diffusion of the 3 •* I phonons is in competition with the position-independent

spin-flip decay 2A_ •+ E , which situation is formally equal to the one

treated in Ref.4. Applying Eq.(12) of Ref.4 with the appropriate modifica-

tion, integrating over the cylinder, and noting that in the stationary

case T~J + 1~^ - <ti3N*/N3, we find

31 32 2/ajo((-r
2/DT£>)i)rdr

- I]- (5)

2 o /•)
Here, R is the radius of the cylinder, and D « R /3€ To. is the diffusion

constant of spin-nonflip phonons. Equation (S) is of course only valid

if T_j exceeds T^f . Since we are dealing with a T_j which is not very

much longer than T«j , in contrast to Ref.4, we will apply a correction to

these results, inspired by the work of Milne.11* He considered the diffusion

of imprisoned radiation through a gas, which is analogous to the diffusion
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of phonons through a crystal, as was pointed out by Anderson.15

The point is that the effective decay rate can never be slower than

the spontaneous one. Following Milne, the correction simply amounts to

adding T«j to the right-hand side of Eq.(5). By substituting these results

into Eq.(l) and using the tables for the modified Bessel functions, we

find the ratio N_/N+ as a function of the opacity 5 in the diffusive regime

(Fig.1). In view of the satisfactory fit to the data points, we note that

the redistribution of the feeding into 2A over the Zeeman components of E

by the multiple interruption of the phonons accounts for the drop of the

ratio down to the shoulder at 3.5.

The fact that the lowering of the ratio N_/N+ is observed to persist upon

further increasing N_, cannot be explained by bottlenecking of 29 cm

phonons. The above description already slightly overestimates the effect,

since it takes all optical feeding into 2A to eventually terminate in the

E+ level at high bottlenecking. Rather, the effect has to do with disturbance

of thermal equilibrium of the A,, ground state at increased optical pumping,

which due to spin memory is reflected in N_/N+. The time constants for

thermalization within the ground state are observed by optically detected

EPR16 to be 0.1-0.2 s, more than an order of magnitude slower than the

radiative decay (T_ ~ 4 ms). Therefore, in case 2-4Z of the Cr are

maintained in E, the optical decay in A, already competes with the direct

relaxation within A,, prohibiting the ground state to reach thermal

equilibrium. Due to Kramers symmetry, the ultimate result at high pumping

rates will be equilibration of the A.|m - ±J > populations, as well as

the A,| - ±3/2 > ones. Thus, at high N_ the ratio N_/N+ will tend to

unity,as has been observed (Fig.l). We note in this context that the effect

sets in at higher N_ the more concentrated the sample. In fact, .in less

concentrated ruby than our 2500 ppm redistribution over E~ by optically
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generated 29 cm"1 phonons and the establishment of a non-thermal

equilibrium in A. are observed to be interlaced. Only in more

concentrated ruby the two phenomena are separated. Finally, the ratio of

populations of the Zeeman components of 2A is given in the inset of Fig.1.

Because the R_ fluorescence is orders of magnitude weaker than R., N-/N.

could only be observed in the region of the higher pump powers. As under

these conditions the populations N_ and N+ of ¥ are approximately equal,

the ratio N,/N, reflects the ratio of optical feeding constants $.,/<!>,.

Consequently, the observed constant N,/N, around unity confirms the above

finding of a symmetric population of distribution in the ground state at

high pumping.

Summarizing, in the absence of thermalization and at full separation

of the four 29 cm phonon packets, data on the ratio N_/N+ in the regime

of low bottlenecking could consistently be explained on the basis of

ballistic or diffusive phonon propagation through the excited region. At'

high excitation levels, non-Boltzmann equilibrium of the A, ground state

was demonstrated to occur due to the relatively slow direct relaxation

within A,. It is noted that the thermal equilibrium of the ground state

is disturbed only in the illuminated region. Therefore, corrections for

trapping of the light in the travel from the point of emission to the border

of the crystal, which were applied in our experiments, are independent of

the applied pump intensities in the excited region.
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CHAPTER VI

SPATIAL DIFFUSION OF WEAKLY BOTTLENECKED 29 cm"1 PHONONS

IN RUBY OBSERVED BY QUASI-STATIONARY TECHNIQUES

ABSTRACT

In weakly bottlenecked ruby the decay of 29 cm phonons is found to

occur through spatial diffusion to the edge of the excitation zone, also

when fully separating the phonon packets in a magnetic field. The regime

of very weak bottlenecking could be disclosed for experiment by a new

technique, based on quasi-stationary tracking of the R. and R, fluorescence

after switching on strong optical pumping.

_ 2
Due to the very short lifetime of the 2A( E) level in ruby against

_ 2
decay to E( E) under emission of a phonon, T_-r-=• * I ns, compared to a

radiative decay time of T . * 4 us, the fluorescence emanating from this

I
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level at pumped liquid helium temperatures, usually disappears into the

background. In stationary experiments,1'2 the R? fluorescence could only

be observed in case of a strong bottleneck of the 29 cm phonons, where

the decay of 2A is considerably slowed down, i.e., the spontaneous T-v^F

ef f
is prolonged to T_-r- =r, proportional to the bottlenecking factor o. The

region of low bottlenecking, which is a primary point of interest in this

chapter, has remained unaccessible for continuous measurements. We have

developed a new quasi-stationary measuring technique exploiting the ability

of the 2A population, N_^, to reach equilibrium with Z very fast. The key

of the method is to stepwise apply full optical pumping, and to observe, on

a time scale large compared to T., the development of both the R. and R.

*
intensities while the metastable population, N , increases. Thus, already

at low a, just following the switching on of the pumping, the feeding rate

into 2A, $, and thereby the generation of 29 cm phonons, is maximum. Since

N2A (1)

as may be seen from balancing feeding and decay of 2A, the R2 intensity

is amplified by a factor equal to $ over the feeding rate into 2A that

would establish the same % in a stationary experiment. In practice this

factor may amount to ~ 1000. After a time somewhat larger than t_,of course,

saturation will be reached at a ratio NOA'^E essent*-allv equal to stationa-

ry pumping at full power. Switching off the pumping, Rj decays with

T_, while R_ almost instantaneously disappears with T2A-»E'3 A^ t e r t h e

excited states have been depleted, a new cycle may be started, allowing to

take advantage of repetitive signal averaging techniques.

In the actual experimental set-up, the incident pump argon laser beam

is chopped by use of an acousto-optical crystal. In first-order deflection,
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rectangular light pulses of tunable duration are obtained with a risetime

of ~0.2 ps and a suppression ratio of 3000, which essentially equals the

factor that can be gained in detecting R,. An R. or R, optical fluorescent

line is observed at right angles to the laser beam and selected by a double

monochromator, followed by standard photon counting apparatus. The

detection chain is terminated by a multichannel analyzer,recording the

time evolution of the particular fluorescence. The time, taking as para-

meter, is finally eliminated to arrive at the dependence of the R2 fluorescent

intensity on that of K . A typical result for the dependence of R« on R.

in a 700 ppm crystal at !.5 K, averaged over 50000 sweeps, is presented in

Fig.1. The applied pulse length was 12 ms, while the duration of the

light-off period was set at ~ 60 ms to allow the metastable population to

decay sufficiently. To avoid overload when detecting the strong R;

fluorescence, neutral density filters were used and,subsequently,accounted

for in the Rj scale. The background, determined by recording the fluorescence

emitted directly besides the R. and R. lines, is subtracted. To

determine a, proportional to R~ according to Eq.(I) and

Teff_/T

2A->E' 2A+E'
(2)

reached in the limit of saturation. Then $ = It/3.6 T R,we resort to RJ

where the factor 3.6 in the denominator represents the fraction of the

optical feeding into 2A,11 N=- * N , and T_ * 6.4 ms,enhanced from 4 ms by

reabsorption. Additionally,converting the peak intensities in Fig.l to

integrated ones (Note that the integrated R^/R, is about half the peak

R2/R| at the configuration used), and taking into account the various

matrix elements of the transitions,5 we thus arrive at the a scale at the

right-hand side of Fig.l.

» >
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10' r

10' 10°
INTENSITY OF R, LINE {counts/s)

Fig. 1 The peak intensity of the R, line 08. that of R( in a quasi-stationary

experiment at 1.5 K» obtained after 50000 passes. The n scale

is anchored to R_ at high pumping level. Data points are

obtained at 12.5 us intervals; logarithmic plotting and approach of

saturation result in merging of points at high intensities.

We first discuss Fig.l in relation to earlier experiments in the

continuous mode.1 In the high-bottlenecking regime a 1.2-power dependence

is found over at least 2 decades of o, while at low o a second power is
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observed. The latter part corresponds to diffusion limited phonon transport

to the boundary, and will be considered further below. At higher o, the

present findings are indeed cotnparible with the earlier continuous experiments,

in which the dependence of R- on R. was found to have an exponent 2.1 ± 0.1.

Notice that in the experiments with continuous pump'ng,ff is proportional

to the ratio R2/Rj> whereas with the present technique, where * is a constant

*
rather than proportional to N , cr scales with R~ itself, making a difference

of unity in the exponent.

(i) R~ VS. R~ at low bottleneaking. Having established the consistency

of the quasi-stationary technique with continuous experiments at higher a,

we subsequently discuss the low-bottlenecking regime. The data at low a are
*

represented to better advantage in Fig.2, where o is plotted linearly vs. N .

The full drawn curve is a fit to the data assuming pure spatially diffusive

phonon transport to the edge of the cylindrical excitation region. Working

out the corresponding diffusion equation for N-T-J2 spatially averaging over

the cylinder of excitation, and applying Eq.(l), we find

(3)

where the unit term is a correction due to Milne,6 expressing that To-r =-

can never become shorter than T^&jgi the quantity £, » R/A, with R the radius

of the cylinder and A the mean free path, is the opacity of the excited

region for transport of energy by resonant phonons; A, in turn is related

to N through A « vpAvT.-r- pr/N , with v the speed of sound and pA\> the number

of phonon modes on speaking terms (For simplicity, we do not distinguish

between various polarizations and directions of travel).

In Fig.2, the full curve represents (Eq.(3), with Eq.(2) to convert

T?!-•=• to o, after adjustment to the data points in the low bottlenecking
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Fig.2 The botclenecking factor

o vs. N in the regime

of diffusive phonon

transport. The horizon-

tal scale is in units

of the opacity for

resonant phonons f,,

according to a fit of

Eqs.(2) and (3) to the

data.

regime. The fit confirms the idea that at low bottlenecking in a restricted

excitation zone phonon decay is predominantly by spatial diffusion. Indica-

tions for such a decay, under roughly the same conditions, was earlier found

with time-resolved experiments3 in the form of a raised Tj/wjf a t n:"-Sher

pump power. More concrete evidence for spatial diffusion, yet at higher o,

was obtained in stationary experiments2 with an excitation region with
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diameter ~ 0.1 nun. At this point, it is of interest to compare the

diffusion constant for transport of 29 T. ' excitation,2

°2A

I";

t

derived from the present low-bottleneck experiments with the one obtained

from the stationary experiments at higher pumping. This requires tying

the N *s in the two experiments, which can reasonably be done by comparing

the saturation characteristic*, of R. o:. laser power. The maximum N attained

in Fig.2 then is ~ 1/200 of the maximum N for 700 ppm ruby in Ref.2. Taking

into account the different R in the two experiments, we finally see that the

present D_— is at least ~ 5 timed smaller than the one at higher o, i.e.,

3+ —
at low bottleneckmg the probability per Cr in the E state for interruption

of 29 cm excitation is larger. In view of Eq.(4), this apparently

indicates that the number of phonon modes active in transporting the energy

released in the non-radiative decay 2A •* E to the edge of the zone,increases

with bottlenecking. There is more direct evidence for this in the heat

pulse experiments of Kaplyanskii et al.7 They let ballistic phonon pulses

propagate through excited ruby in various crystallographic directions,

revealing a strong anisotropy of the coupling of phonons to Cr in the E

state. Thus, at relatively low bottlenecking a good fraction of the phonon

modes are not yet involved in carrying off energy due to weaker coupling.

(ii) R- vs. R, in a magnetic field. On applying a magnetic field of,

say, 2 kG along the c axis, the 2~K ** ¥ line splits in four well-separated

transitions, each on speaking terms with its own phonon packet.1 Under

these circumstances, the number of Cr ions able to absorb a particular

phonon is reduced by a factor of two. The corresponding drop of o has been

reported on earlier in the regime of high bottlenecking, as it was tracked
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Fig.3 The intensity of the R2 line at 2 kG noraalized to zero field vs. N .

The full curve is a fit of Eq.(S) to the data, calibrating the

horizontal scale in units of the opacity ii the dashed curve is Eq.(6).

through the reduction of R^ fluorescence with field under continuous pumping.

Here, we will consider a typical result for the R, intensity at 2 kG

normalized to zero field in the region of low bottlenecking, as obtained

with the quasi-stationary technique. Figure 3 has been composed fro« three

successive runs, recording the tine evolution of the Rj line, the R, line
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at zero field, and the R. line at 2 kG, respectively, otherwise under the

same conditions. It essentially represents the ratio of the levelling off

R2/R2 (H=0) at full frequency separation of the phonon packets vs. N .

First, a drop of R2/
Ro (H=°) t o ~ °*25 ^s observed. This is followed by

a slight increase, which,in accord with the findings in Ref.l,is caused

by spectral diffusion becoming operative at higher bottlenecking. Note,

*i
that for spectral diffusion the increase should roughly follow N , as

observed. To explain the drop to ~ 0.25 in terms of spatial diffusion,

we assume that the diffusion constant at full separation is raised by a

factor of four relative to zero field due to reduction of resonant Cr

Then, fromEqs.(l) and (3),

R2(H-2kG)/R2(H-0) F,2 + l)/|e2 + I), (5)

'•&•

where £ explicitely is the opacity in zero field. According to Fig.2,

Eq. (5) is not expected to be valid beyond t, ~ 15. The full drawn curve in

Fig.3 is a fit of Eq.(5) to the data with adjustment of the horizontal

axis, calibrating N in units of tha opacity £. In particular, it should

be noticed that Eq.(5) gives a satisfactory fit, including levelling off at

the observed 0.25 without vertical adjustment. For comparison, also the

behavior in the ballistic regime, or more precisely the regime of

marginal trapping,8 is indicated in Fig.3 as the dashed line. Here, by

3+
virtue of the reduction of resonant Cr by a factor of two in a field,

R2 will go as

R2(H-2kG)/R2(H-0) - (1 + »?>/(! + O. (6)

Tha overall conclusion from Fig.3 therefore is, corroborating the findings
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from Fig.2, that spatial diffusion is predominating from £. ~ 2, somewhat

beyond the end of the ballistic regime, up to £ ~ 15, where spectral

diffusion sets in.

To summarize, boundary-limited spatial diffusion is found to govern

the decay of 29 cm phonons at low bottlenecking. The quasi-stationary

measuring technique, first described here, appeared to be extremely suitable

for obtaining accurate information on weakly bottlenecked optically excited

ruby. The technique is,however, not limited to the 2A, E~ system in ruby,

but seems to be quite promising to investigate phonon processes in other

optically excited systems as well.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift b'vat een studie van diffusie van resonante fonemen

in verdund robijn bij lage temperatuur (T * 2 K). Een klein, vast aantal

2
fononmodes wordt bevolkt via direkte relaxatie binnen het aangeslagen E-

systeem van Cr , dat op zijn beurt optisch gevoed wordt met een laser.

Indien de pompintensiteit hoog genoeg opgevoerd wordt, treedt een verhitting

van deze modes op, terwijl de roostertemperatuur zelf ongewijzigd blijft.

Deze niet-thermische verdeling van de resonante fononen gaat gepaard set

een verstoring van de thermische bezetting binnen E, zodat de relaxatie

daar beheerst wordt door de koppeling tussen fononen en bad; dit noemt men

"fononbottleneck". Een wezenlijk punt hierbij is, dat de grootte van deze

koppeling afhangt van intensiteit en afmeting van de laserbundel, waardoor

optisch gepompt robijn een uitstekend systeem is om de processen die deze

koppeling verzorgen, te onderzoeken.

De bottleneck van 29 cm fononen resonant tussen E( E) en 2A( E), is

bestudeerd aan de hand van de R - en de R.-fluorescentie, afkomstig van

deze nivo's. Een elastische diffusie van 29 ca fononen over een vaste

afstand (* 0.1 um) wordt gekarakteriseerd door een toename van de ^-inten-

siteit met een derde macht van die van R., hetgeen inderdaad is waargenomen

zolang het aantal interrupties, o, dat een fonon ondergaat op zijn weg naar

het warmtebad, de waarde van 3000 niet overschrijdt. Bij grotere afstanden

(0.3-0.8 nu) is een kuadratisah verband gevonden, dat overeenkomt met een

vaste tijd tussen genereren en thermaliseren van de fononen. De spectrale

breedte van de fononexcitatie kan afgeleid worden uit de afname van R_ *n

een magneetveld. Bij hoge o (5000-150000) blijkt het fononspectrum te

verbreden door spectrale diffusie, consistent met de waarnemingen bij H-O

in dat regime. De stapgrootte wordt gegeven door de inhomogene splitsing
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van E, 6, en bijgevolg is de spectrale diffusie evenredig met a &. De

afname van ft, met een veld bij lage a geeft inzicht in de fractie van de

energie die door respectievelijk spinflip- en spinnonflipfononen naar het

bad wordt overgebracht. In een veld van 28 kG, is de bezetting van de

twee Zeemancomponenten van E als functie van het laservermogen gemeten over

meer dat vijf decades; de overgang van ballistisch naar diffuus transport

van de 29 cm fononen komt hierin tot uitdrukking. De evolutie van R. en

R, gedurende de tijd, dat een intense, rechthoekige laserpuls pompt, laat

bij zeer lage a (vanaf 10) eveneens elastische diffusie zien, ook in een

magnetisch veld.

De direkte relaxatie tussen de Zeemancomponenten van E in aanwezigheid

van een magneetveld (20-65 kG) wordt van belang wanneer het veld een hoek

5 3 2
9 met de c-as maakt. Bij zwak optisch pompen wordt een H cos 6sin 0-afhanke-

lijkheid gevonden in overeenstemming, ook quantitatief, met de theorie

van Blume et al. Sterk optisch pompen, zowel continu als gepulseerd, leidt

tot een bottleneck situatie (o tot 300) gekarakteriseerd door een constante

fononlevensduur. Hierdoor is het Ê-systeem van robijn in een magnetisch veld

toepasbaar als fonongenerator en fonondetector in het interessante frequen-

tiegebied van 2-15 cm .
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